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bank failures
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others Indicted In Chicago some record! '
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when the Pimaa appearea and turned
the tideof battle. Heavy losses were
inflicted upon the Yaquis and a num- bwro f defenders of the town were kill
ed. When the Yaquis retreated, they
took with them a number of captured

CARKANZA REPRESENTATIVES WILL

NOT BE OFFICIALLY ADMITTED TO

Melxcan

CITY EDITION

INDIANS PLEAD
WELL FOR

"SANTIAGO

women.'

RIGHTS

Federal Soldiers Executed
El Paso, Tex., June 12. Fourteen
federal volunteers were executed last
Tuesday at Culchlraschic, Chihuahua, MAKE STRONG PLEA FOR SELF
according to a report received today
GOVERNMENT AND AGAINST
from Chihuahua City. The men form
ACTION OF OFFICIALS
ed one of the. bands which escaped
about to start after General Villas' victory at Pare- Washington and don.
COURT OF INDIAN OFFENCES

THE NIAGARA FALLS CONFERENCE
CM

MEDIATORS CLAIM THEY

GIVE FULL CONSIDERATION TO
CONSTITUTIONALISTS' NEEDS
But Their Presence Not Necessary at Any
Formal Meeting
FORTIFICATIONS AT MAZATLAN

ARE ASSAULTED

General Obrejjon Opens Fire on Federal Stronghold Under Command of General Rodriguez. Condition of Refuges Made
Worse by Violent Rains. Antillo Discharges Cargo of
Arms and Aeroplanes. Yaqua and Pima Indians
Have a Lively Engagement.

Iranza delegates 4s
from Saltillo for

.

.

Niagara Falls with instructions.'
In General Carranza's latest note,
Federals Fsrtlfy San Francisco
which was forwarded to NlagaraFalls
Vera Cniz, Mex., June 12. General
today, no mention was made Jot the Rubio Navarfckte, In command of a
question of armistice, or the questions force of federal troops between Vera
Cruz and Me! ico city, la reported to
More optimism than has been dis be fortifytygj the town of San Fran
played over the Mexican situation In Cisco, some 20 'miles from Vera Cruz,
official circles for some time was evi on the Iqteroreanic railway. The re
dent today among numbers of the port which first came from the capi
cabinet Secretary Bryan came from tal, was substtiafied by reports to
the meeting saying the situation look the American, army headquarters here
ed "very, very fine." Other members General Navaretle it is tanderstood,
displayed the same feeling, but would has about 2,000 men at San Francisco.
not discuss the basis for their
TOURISTS AT MUSEUM
f,
Santa Fe, Jdne 12. C. W. Crews
the Pueblo, Colo, merhcant prince,
Doe Not Consider Armistice
headed a party of 18 tourists today
El Paso, Tex., June 12. General
who had come especially to visit the
Carranza ia bla acceptance of the prof- New Mexico museum
and the Rito de
tear, of the ABC mediators merely
Ios Frijoles fo which they left In'
named three delegates to participate their
automobiles this noon. ; They
in tjhe conferences at Niagara Falls,
will return to Iieblo by way of Taos.
It was asserted today on good authori
Mr. Crews was; accompanied by Mrs.
ty." He did not take up the matter of
Crews and the ffollowing others from
an armistice, nor. deal with whether
Pueblo: Georga A. Davidson, Mr. and
he would discuss, through he represen
Mrs. L. B. Beafh, Mr, and Mrs. E.
tative, the national as well as the in F.
Brown, Mr. 4nd Mrs. John W. Daternational affairs of Mexico.
The
C. Brooking, Miss
Julia
third member of Carranza's commis- vidson, J.
Helen Wells, Allen
Miss
Brooking,
sion, it was said would be Frenando
Wells.
In. the fcarty weer also Mr.
Iglesias Calderon, leader of the liberal
and Mrs. B. C. ;Van Leer of Bloom-ingtonow
who
at
is
with
Carranza
party,
111.
Saltillo. Cabrera and Vesconcelos will
complete the commission.
hope-fulnes- s.

--

12.
Niagara Falls, Ontario, June
The mediators will not officially admit to the conference here the repGeneral Carranza has
resentatives
announced he will send to Niagara
Fall?. The South Amerlcari diplomats
said' they could not recede from their
an
original condition, demanding
armistice.
The dispatch from Saltillo yesternote
day stating that the Carranza
conditions
the
of
made no mention
under which he was sending delegates, was shown to the mediators.
comThey declined to make formal
ment but let It be known that their
attitude had undergone no change.
They reiterated that admission of the
constitutionalists will continue to be
an
contingent upondeclaration of
armistice.
The mediators will have no objection If a conference could be held
between the Huerta delegates, the
Carranza delegates, and the Americans. In fact, such a suggestion has
been tander consideration for some
time, so that If an agreement could
he reached between these three par
ties at Interest, the mediators would
signing of a
finally admit all to the.
J
protocol.
It is considered possble that the
Carranza delegates might be Informally received here and their argument heard as to why any armistice
cannot be declared.. But on this point
there has ;heen no crystalization of
.iniluence of ''the
sentiment
American delegates to obtain" ar least
a hearing for the constitutionalists
when they come may be brought to
bear' on the situation.
The American delegates looked upon the) announcement from Saltillo as
k dfatihdtlv encouraging sign, indica- lng that all side now recognized the
valuatue of mediation as a means of
restoring peace. It is not at all unlikely they will try to persuade the
mediators not to close the door on
the constitutionalist delegates. On
the other hand the need for constitutional representation In tie view of
one of. the mediators 1? daily diminishing. He said the mediators from
the outset had taken the interests of
the constitutionalists fully into
Also the American delegates have kept In touch wltli the
wishes
of the constitutionalists
through the Washington government
Carranza delegates could give valuable
information and assistance to the
United States, upon whom rests the
responsibility for bringing peace out
of the present chaos.

early today and forwarded to Niagara
Falls. .;'
No announcement of the contents of
Carranza's reply was maoe here, but
it was understood the note is silent
on the subject of an armistice, and
noes not give the names of the men
who will be sent to represent the constitutionalists. ..It is known that Rafael Xubarana, minister of the interior
in the Carranza cabinet, and chief of
here, wUl not be among
the delegates as General Carranza
considers Zubaran Is needed to look
(alter affairs here.
Two of the delegates are almost certain to be Luis Vabrere, a prominent
figure in the constitutionalist movement, and Jose Yasconcelos, a young
lawyer. The jiame of the third man
was not known, here;
Carranza's .reply came through to
Washington from Saltillo over a spec-ia- j
leased telegraph wire, and was put
in the form of a note here by Zubaran, who forwarded It by mail to Niagara Falls early today. It may reach
'

--

tba-agan-

there tonight).
, President Wilson today authorized
the announcement that he considers
the progress of mediation at Niagara

Falls as "very encouraging." No formal statement was made of the basis
of the president's opinion, but it was
said unofficially that be expects mediation to have a successful outcome
within the niext few days. '
Reports to the state depaitmen today stated that Gregorio Alcarez,, Captain Rush's Filipino b'oy, 'a "'pftjsooer
in Mexico City, is up lor tMaf 'before
a military board there. Assurances
were given some time ago .that he
would be released.
'New Executive Order
Wilson today Issued an
,i President
executive order to clear away any conflict of authority over shipments of
arms to Mexico. It follows:
"As matters which relate to the
clearance of vessels rail within the
of
jurisdiction of the department
ordered
commerce, it is hereby
that Instructions to customs
concerning - the . .' exportation of arms and ammunition of
war to Mexico by tea shall be given
by that department.
Similar instructions concerning such exportations by
land shall be issued by the treasury
department." No explanation of the order was
made, but It was recalled that the
recent clearance of the liner Antllla
from New York for Tamplco with
arms for the constitutionalists
was
described as a "mtsconstruction
of
orders," and It developed that there
was conflict of authority between the
two departments. In many quarters
. Carranza's Reply Received
the executive order issued today was
Washington, June 12. General Car- regarded as new evidence of the Inranza's reply to the Mexican mediate tention of the administration to enore, announcing his Intention of send- force the embargo.
It was undering three, delegates To the Niagara stood here today that Igjesias Calde-ro- n
Falls conference, was received here
who probably will head the Car- -

anthe

.

j
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Mazatlan Bombarded
On Board United States Ship California, Mazatlan, Mex., June 11. (via
wireless to San Diego. Cal., June 12.)
The constitutionalist army .under
General Obregoa began today Its first
concerted general assault on the federal fortifications at Mazatlan, commanded by General Rodriquez.
The
battle raged all day and although the
besieged garrison held its positions, it
lost heaivly In killed and wounded.
,

Antllla Disehar egsaCrgo
Tampicp, Mex., June 11. (viaTJar-edo-,
Mex., June 12.) The steamship
Antllla from New York today discharged her cargo of ammunition for
the constitutionalists. Sitxeen hun-- j
dred cases of ammunition and two
aeroplanes were immediately dispatch
ed north on a special train.
Until after her arrival at the wharf
here the Amtilla knew nothing of the
projected blockade of th.e port nor the
presence of the federal gunboats,
and Bravo, outside the harbor.
The Antllla will sail tomorrow for
Tajnttojluca to recorwr the body of
IBaiston BurweH the American, re.
ported murdered by the federals April
'
12.
The first heavy rains of the wet
Season began here today, and will add
to the hardships of the combatants.
The federals, who are short of supplies themselves and must in addition
keep under control a starving and
hostile populace, within their lines,
will suffer most from this new burden. The besiegers have plenty of
provisions and, by reason of their su
perior numbers, can keep the garrison
harrassed night and day 7 between as
saults while a majority of their num-be- r
rest.
,
The rebel gunboat Tampico, it was
learned today, had been floated at
and If she can be
Topolobampo,
brought south to Mazatlan, will great
ly aid the attacking force by covering
with her artillery fire their advances
on positions they have not dared atZar-ago-

.

.
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ORGANIZERS

MAY

STAY

IN STRIKE ZONE
FEDERAL
TROOPS
' AT TRINIDAD SO COMMANDER
INFORMED
BY STATE DEPARTMENT

'

Trinidad, Colo., June 12. That the
eastern organizers of the United Mine
Workers of America who arrived a
few days ago may remain in the
strike district with the understanding
that "nothing will .be done by taem
to irritate or influence the situation,
Is tJhe text of a telegram received by
Colonel J. Lockett In command of the
federal troops here, from Assistant
Secretary of War Breckenridge, who
acted im the absence of hisc hief Mr.
Gairioan. A massage containing the
same recommendation was received
by local official bf the union; from
Wj B. Wilson, secrfetarv or lhoai nr..
tfl the matter is finally decided by
secretary Garrison, the eastern organizers will e permitted to take up the
'
duties assigned them.
At
military .headquarters this
morning Colonel Liockett made It clear
that there would be no deportations
and that as long as the organizers cooperated with the federal authorities
and maintained a peaceful attitude
they would not be Interfered with. He
stated that he had been assured by
the union officials that the new men
in the field would not agitate or do
anything likely to Incite trouble. Lo
cal strike leaders Bay that the organiz
ers who have been, sent here by International President John P White to
take the places of other organizers
who have left the district or those
now here if thy are arrested as the
result ; of , the dnevstigatton of the
,

'

.

.

grand-jury..-

.

tempt

,

$
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Indians Fight
Douglas, Ariz., June 12 Yaqul Indians and Yuma Indians fought, one
another for several days In a recent
attackk upon, and in defense of the
town of Cumurtpa, Sonora, and in. the
end the Yaqsul assailants were driven
of, according to advices that reached
Douglas today.
When Yaqul raiders attacked the
town, an apeal for aid was sent to the
Pima tribe, which inhabits the surrounding valleys. At one time the
Yaquis hsld half the town, and the
fighting was proceding at short range

i
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TODAY IN CONGRESS
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Senate: Met at 11 a. m.
Resumed debate on the legislative
appropriation bilL,
,
Senator Overman' introduced a bill
to erect a statue 'to Sir Walter Raleigh at Raleigh, N. C.
Senator Borah Introduced a bill aimed at efficiency systems, making it
unlawful to use stop watches on government employes.
House: Met at noon.
Panama tolls repeal bill received
from the senate and representative
Adamson moved, that the house conIcompro-ruis- e
cur in the
amendment
Noris-Simmo-

MANTEL TAFOYA,
"Governur
"JUAN JOSE GUTIERREZ,
"
"Principal Mayor,

TRIBAL

WRITE ELO-- 1
LETTERS OPPOSING

LEADERS

QUENT

INNOVATION

7
'NO IDLENESS, NO DRUNKNESS'

Claim

right,

by

past

per- -

FORMANCE, TO MAINTAIN
INDEPENDENCE

LORIMERS

NARAJO.

J

DANK

IN CHICAGO

"Principal."
To H. F. Coggeshall, a more formal
and more lengthy protest Is addressed, setting forth! that "at a council
of our tribe last night attended by a
very large majority of our men, we
decided
protest THE ILLINOIS EXAMINER TAKES
unanimously to
CHARGE- - WHEN HE FINDS
against your action In establishing the
court of Indian offenses.
CONDITIONS BAD
"1. We are not the kind of people
contemplated by the statute creating
,
Indian courts. .
3 OTHER . INSTITUTIONS GO
"2. The, courts or Indian offenses
have no authority even among reserFINANCIAL
' STATEMENT OF THE
vation Indian.'
LOBS'
BY
WITHHELD
THE
"3 Your appointees are all from
I,
STATE
OFFICERS
J
one small faction of or village cony
taining only 30 men all told, and of
those 30 who adhere to jyon unques-tionlnglCANNOT WEATHER TBESTORR!
14 are now serving in gov-meis recognized by BR, of whom 30
read and write English and only five SMALLER BANKS INVOLVED WILL
are mentioned as addicted to the use
PROBABLY REOPEN
j
of liquor. You have repeatedly repSHORTLY
j
resented us as drunkards and bad
charatcers hence this statement of
Chicago, June 12. The La Sall$
fact Among the 58, the very large
Street Trust and Savings bank, oi
majority have been and are, total
Our party has 50 children ganlzed by William Lorlmer fivei
in the government Jschools. Every years ago, when he was United Stated
man of us works for wages or culti senator from Illinois, and of whichj
he has since been president wa
vates his own, land.
closed today by the state bank exam,
"4 One of your appointees Is
man bound over to the grand Jury iner.
While rumors of the financial trou
wit ( ha charge against him of assault
with Intent to kill. The young man bles had been whispered of late tha
your appointee assautled died as the actual closing of the Institution was"
result of the assault. In addition to a surprise. Coincident with the closthis, the same appointee embezzled a ing of the La Salle street bank state
portion of our tribal funds within two examiners were sent to three statcf
years. Your other two appointees are banks which had heavy deposits witM
Ignorant and lliterate men who can- the larger institution. No statement
not even speak English and who have of what the closing of the bank acM
not the faintest idea of American tually means in dollars was made by)
Judicial methods and are too old to the examiners. Recent reports to th$
learn. One of them is a violent par- state auditor's office placed the depotisan who would punish only those sits of the La Salte street bank at
he disliked personally. He Is already more than $5,000,000.
Following the closing of the ban' 'i
the recipient of your bounty In many
1
ways. You rent his house for a day doors there was a crowd assemb!
-.
In
no
was
disord
there
but
school when you could have held
front,
school in the new buildings for more A policeman was detailed to sta .' I
than a year. You have two of his guard, but there seemed to be 10
sons
..
nositlon n your cal for his services.
Danieh-Vliar kin, chief state bant
school.
The third man Is a figure
head and not very lnteligent besides examiner for Cook county, explained
being
speaking. We feel that he had not intended to close the
that In a tribe where there are so bank when he entered it today. "I
many men who are sober, Industrious did not mean to take possession," ha
and educated In' your schools that you said, "but I soon discovered I must;
should recognize these qualifications. It looked extremely doubtful If the
We feel further that you should have bank could contlnua to weather the)'
all the parties represented In your situation. At present I cannot say
bench. You might "Very well have whether the bank will ever resume!
granted us a popular election and not operations. The three Smaller banks
forced upon three'men of your selec will, I believe, resume business in oi
tion who would be mere tools of your short time." ,
office, denying us that we have had
front the-- , very earliest times, some Bank was not a member of' the Chi
cago Clearing House association. Ac
measure of independence as men .
"MANUEL TAFOYA, Governor, cording to the cashier, Charles C. Fom
the bankdeposttg nad been orer $3
"JUAN JOSE GUTIERREZ.
900 000. isTr. Harkin said he did noj
"Principal Mayor,
"ADAM SILVA, Ateuacil,
utmevtj uiwuiHciosuxes in us wyone
Brady scandal had any bearing upon
'SANTIAGO NARANJO,-- .
,
the financial condition of tha bank.
f
''PrincipHt.
,
The city of Chicago had $250,000 on
"P. J BACA Interpreter.
deposit City 'Treasurer Flynn at
others.""
And fifty-eig"No Idleness, Ns Drunkenness. No temDted to withdraw the funds follow
baafc vas la
Tuberculosis" is the legend on the mg the rumor
ed
the cash- pueblo of Santa Clara letterhead on ltroubIe' He was
old
who
Jer,
him
funds
could fas'
.wjiich the, appeals have ben sent to
s
out
while
bank
was la
the
paid
The
letterhead
also states
0(flcials.i(
that the pueblo la "A corporation un- charge of the bank ruamlner.
der the larva of New Mexico."

CLOSED

,

Santa Fe, June 12. The Pueblo In
dians are appealing to the state au
thorities of New Mexico in their
fight against the policy of the Indian
bureau to make them wards or vas
sals of the federal government the
same as the reservation Indians.
Declared citizens of the state by
the territorial supreme court, guaranteed their rights as such by the trea
ty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, governing
themselves from time immemorial,
they now resent and protest against
having the federal government ap
point minor courts tor them, or reducing them to a state ' of absolute
servitude , government
by special
agents superintendents, special dep
uties, not chosen by themselves, but
by the Indian bureau. Accustomed to
electing their own officials, regulating
their own affairs, and governing themselves for 300 years, they now feel
that they are to be deprived of all
of those privileges rooted In tradi
tions, religion and treaty rights. From
Santa Clara came today the following
piUful. appeal J;o, .Attorney. . General
Frank W. Clancy:
'We respectfully request your at
tention to our objection to the establishing among us of a court of Indian
offenses. This Btep would put us on
a level with wild reservation Indians,
which the pueblos have never been.
Lt would mean a gerat step backward
for us who are endeavoring to go the
other way. We are aware what onr
status is in the courts at this time
and that there is nil effort to make
us wards of the Unltea States govern
ment This may result In time but
not with our ftcpnsent. , Even if the
courts decide against us and make us
wards, we do not wish to be afflicted
with the abuses of reservation life
as we have seen lt.v
"A court of Indian offenses was
contemplated by congress no doubt
for the wild Indians who are radical
ly different from us. We wish to live
as nearly as posslolu like the other
inhabitants of this state, and not be a
people set apart for
particular set
of laws. Even If we are compelled to
accept this situation, we still feel thfc
a court of Indian offenses wouid"b'e
Intolerable. Such courts are not
common even on Indian reservations.
They have been miserable failures
wherever tried, as far as our knowledge goej. These mock courts! have
no real authority and are the arbitrary creation of Indian agents. They
may possibly be of some small use
among a people which has never had
any native form of government but
we have always had a tribal government which will compare favorably
with any now existing. We realize
that at present our- - tribal government Is without real authority, but at
least lt is recognized voluntarily by
a large majority of our people so
that It will be very much superior to
a court without authority to enforce
its mandates, as this court of Indian
offenses will be.
"Our tribal government Is humane,
just and does not in any manner Interfere with the Individual thought
and action of the members of the
tribe. It is merely advisory at this
time, and the new court could be no
more. The judges are ignorant men,
and not all good men. The forcing
of them upon ns Vould mean the
hatred of our people toward all
thlnsja governmental, as it would be
a violation of all decency of dealing
with us.
!
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BODY RECOVERED

FOOD VERY SCARCE

AT BUCKMAN

"

Santa Fe, N. M., June !I2. the5 bodv
NOV IN VERA CRUZ
Henry Schreiner' of St
Louis.
drowned on June 2 in the Rio Grande
near Velarde, was f6und last night
CONSUL WIRES SHIPPERS THAT,
by lumber jacks near Buckman. hav
ALL PROVISIONS WILL BE AD-- :
been
carried 30 miles down the
ing
MITTED DUTY FREE
river. The remains, In a fairly good
state of preservation, were brought
Memphis, Tenn., June 12. Wrai
here by automobile for shipment to
Cra Is In urgent heed of food stuffs,
Sa, Louis.
The body of Martinez,
to an official report of tha
Schriner's companion, was found Sev j according
United
States
consul in that city,
eral days ago ten miles from the spot j
In a telegram received by the
quoted
where the double tragedy occurred j
Merchants' Exchange
of Memphis,
when the two were attempting to
shoot the rapids on a flimsy raft
partment of commerce. Mr. Redfteld
asked that shippers be Informed that
NO CHANGE IN OFFICIALS
foodstuffs intended for consumption
Pueblo, Colo,, June 12. J. F: Wel- - in Vera Cruz would be admitted duty
olirn, president of the Colorado Fuel free. In his telegram, dated June 10
end Iron company, who is here
the cohfuI at Vera Cruz reported:
"Food supplies problem here rapidcharges of
of payrolls at the compnay's steel ly becoming serioui. Prices for staplant stated today that nothing of a ples almost prohibitive. For exai.ir '
definite nature concerning tha allega potatoes selling for "0 cents a
tions had been unearthcMl. He stated
Other articles in
i.
theo-was no conteinpi,jl shake up Suggest arrangements be prorr"
mad
among local officials o the company send Vera Cru 1arr qnnnUtlea r-- i,
whom he held to be blameless in anv fcffaua, potatoes,
rc, ,
a! ncmial prices.'
dishonesty that may have existed.
of

j

pon-gol-

e

1
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Manager Caliahan of. the While Sox
BOY WONDER TO BE A NEW MEXICAN INDIANS
Often ;
is trying to trade Harry Lord for a
second baseman. As Lord insists he
The Only
LMVfsLoodinStora
has retired from the game big league
Deep Seated
FEATURE OF BENEFIT
AT SAN DIEGO
I
managers are a little shy in dealing
of
with the Sox boss.
its
L.taliiaHod 1861
Local Congestions May In
South SidoPloyi
M. C. A. DISCOVERS LAD WITH SAN ILDEFONSOS CREATE MUCH
Vmpire "Silk" O'Loughlin has deKind
Internal
Much
dicate
new
muffs
ear
MARVELOUS
with
at
a
DIEGO
SAN
mask
AMONG
INTEREST
VOICEWILL
signed
SING AT MINSTRELS
VISITORS
for his own use. "Silk" has
' Inflammation.
,
Tonight and Saturday cloudy; proba bly rain.
grown tired of so much loose chatter
One of the real surprises of the
on the ball field, hence the ear muffs.
Saa Diego, Calif., June 12. The "ex
minstrel show to be given for the hibits" have begun tw arrive at the
MANY OWNERS HAVE ALREADY
In Carl Ray the Winston-Salebenefit of the Y. Jr. C. A, camp on Panama-CalifornAGREED TO USE THEIR
team of the North Carolina league
exposition, the first
June 19 and 20 will be a young boy installment in the form of six Indians
MACHINES
has a pitcher who looRs to be headed
;
soprano who is claimed by those in from the San Ildefonso pueblo in New
for fast company. Ray has won ten
Without doubt the big picnic that straight games this season and i
charge of the- - minstrels as a big Mexico, who will be Btationew on the
so exhibit of the Santa Fe railway.
"find." He has a dear flute-lik1-the Commercial club la to give In hon- still going.
3
ON
or of the students of the Normal sum
Recent batting averages show the
prano voice which le nothing short of
These "exhibits" are not purely or
marvelous when consideration is tak- namental. On the contrary, all six In
mer school will be the moat enjoyable Brooklyn Supertax with, the largest
en that he has never had vocal inevent of it kind ever given here. number of .300 hitters in the big
a. Bit
afTaMm
ihtt
tinM
Uaa...ba
dians, led by their chief, Julian Mar
.m i
al UB
uvtsuon
'
' "
!
with, a few exceptions.
struction.
;
McCarthy, Dalton. Elberfield throat, tew people roallsa how
; r 'r- - n
The, preliminary arrangements for the show.
tinez, who is distinguished by a bright
bronchial
the
Into
be
it
until
creep
It
may
the
are
will
In
the camp beaded waistcoat and extra long braids
Superbas' repre tube and settles down Into the lungs.
take part)
Felipe
The crowds are" taking advantage of this sale every day, and
big party are working out as planned and Daubert
minstrels and a distinct surprise 1b in of hair
in every particular, Insuring its snc- - sentatives in the charmed circle. .
The way to treat catarrn is vt ito.kiu
"THERE'S A REASON." Everyone knows the superior stocks we
tipped with beaver skin, were
M in tne Diooa.
of the Giants, "Red" tue fact that I It nnl
oeea.
store for all who attend the big show, put to work
Two cast-off- s
hlrvul
nns
nnriner
that
a4
Immediately
preparing
carry our superior store eervice that when "Rosen wald's" adverW. P. Southard, president ot the Ames and "Doc" Crandall are pitch can be aalely used. It is 8. 8. 8., the mot which, will ibe given, on the above
adobe for the long row of dwell
the
m
moan
i
tne
tise a safe it means a genuine sale and that they will find things
searcning,
powerful,
17 and 18 as
Commercial club and William spring ing excellent ball thi season. Ames assimilative
blood- - remedy known today, for dates, instead of June
ings and the stockade to surround the
Cincinin
in
hie
share
a
a
The
oui Yegeiame rem.
announced.
keeping
It vm.AnotHullfltmiil
changes
er, a director of the club, made a can is doing
mineral,
exactly as advertised. Remember, we never "Juggle the prices" in
reservation. Not even the opening of
MUnnnllMtl if tt B H. Pft formerly
the
vase yesterday afternoon in the busi nati in the running and Crandall is
Clark
made
date
wiere
because
a sale, when we say
the exposition on January 1, 1915, will
off you make your purchase at our
relatively Just aa essential to
m Brothers circus 'will be here at that
ness district and obtained 62 automo winning hia games for the St. Loute nealtn aa tne nutritive propertiesot wifoods.
end
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work,
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regular
deduct
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prices,
they
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from the total and, our
meati,
grains,
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Any local Irritating Influence is the blood Is time.
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eliminated
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prices
baU
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tissue
the
the
considering
quality of the merchandise.
Baseball history for young
rejected by
Rehearsals for the minstrels are
yon. Thla gives a' seating capacity of
reason of the stimulating Influence of
desert," showing the white visitors
Sam Crawford. Detroit's by
and
222 people. However the canvass tossers.
each
conducted
evening
being
8. 8. 8.
how the little brown houses are con
You will soon realize it wonderful Inshow will' be a good
made yesterday does not include near- star clouter and leading batsman to fluence
NOW IS THE TIME, AND THIS IS THE PLACE TO BUY YOUR
the absence of headache, a de- promises that tha
by
structed. This Is one of the novel
34
a
be
will
air
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years
steadily
of
the
Burks
and
founded.
passages,
onea
well
re
cided clearing
ly all the automobile owners and by tne American league,
features of the exposition, which lays
WASH GOODS. CLOTHING, UNDERWEAR, dresses, hosiery, domesImproved nasal condition, and a sense of
the first of next week the seating ca old snext August and is playing hie bodily
relief that proves how completely Noir. the two original end men who
on
novelties.
the
entire
system.
the
special
infests
emphasis
often
catarrh
in
season
tics, curtains, and curtain goo3s, silks, notions, laces and embroid- major Tou will find 8. 8. 8. on sale at alt drug took part in the Christian, church min
pacity will probably be increased to fifteenth consecutive
Only six were allowed to leave the
louonin nnmnanv. Clean llvins Is the tores. It is a remarkable remedy for any strels some time ago and pleased e
over 400.
, erles, men's and boys' clothing and furnlshlngsj
trunks, suit cases,
end all blood affections, such as ecsema,
pueblo at this time, as most of the
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for
and
the;
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be
program
tetter,
house,
big
psoriasis,
lupus,
rash,
J
because
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For
blood.
other diseased conditions of the
oars thus far is as follows
this big show in their o.fflcialcapac- - red men must remain there during the
'special advice on any blood diseaseCo..write
season.
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about
the
month
a
planting
Medical Dept., The Swift Specific
W. P. Southard, Arthur llfeld, WilItiesL,
O
lpf llll V HVOt(l
l. QMM l.l.nfa 42u
liam Springer, J. D. W. Veeder, Mrs. DITCH WATERS CAUSE
Burk'a big hit, "See Them Y. M. first installment will be joined by many
any and all substitutes for S. S. 8. There
as
la
goou.
nothing "just
Charles Danziger, Joseph Danziger, L.
Fellers' is a ewe success, and his others, including the squaws, who will
C llfeld, Leo Regensberg, Mrs. W. E,
Sale
appearance will doubtless be a big ak do the lighter work. Through the 12
only.
DISTENTION
BIO
OF
D.
B.
A.
conDes Marais, 2., Jake
Gortner,
traction. Orrin Blood's interpretation months of 1915 they will he at work
issue obtrudes itself may ask to
Stern, Sig Nahm, Obatd Maloof, L. W.
tinue argument in the case until Sat- of "Ptckln' On a Chicken Bone" is a not only In constructing their buildllfeld, John A. Papen, Ralph. M. Roh-reNOTHING ON APPROVAL
when United States ' Attorney scream while the deep seriousness of ings, hut in making pottery, embroidNOTHING EXCHANGED
urday
OVER
Charles Trumbull, Charles Rogers, FEDERAL JURISDICTION.
wil come to Santa that stage in Mfe called matrimony at ery and rugs exactly as in their native
Burkhart
Summers
INDIAN GRANTS INVOLVED
Las Vegas Motor Car Company, 2, Dr.
Fe to argue a motion in the Las Cru-ce- s the beginning, Is to be reproduced In villages. The Indians will Include repIN CASE
EXCEPTIONS
Huxmanm, O, M. Jones, E. R. Russell
Building and Loan association song by Endman LeNolr under the resentatives both of the pueblos and
U. W. G. Ward, John Clark, Orrin
the
For
tribes.
You
This
Woman
few
These
"Do
Take
a
with
wandering
new
case.
title,
items,
exceptions, are restricted by the manufacturers.
However, this
phase may
Santa Fe, June 12. The efforts of
Julian
Blood, Ben Lewis, William Whaltan,
and
satismen
are
This
Artamo
Your
Lawful
his
Wife."
well
Goods,
Corsets,
Shoes, Groceries, Kayser'a silk Gloves,
may
Package
song
of
while
the
require
testimony
taking
Cadet, Phoenix and Interwovari Hose, Dime Socks, Toilet Goods, Sunburst
George A. Fleming, N. Fontaine, II. M. the United States district attorney's under the stipulations rirst suggested have an influence with those about to fied with the Interest they have arousof the
Smith, A. C. llfeld, Lorenzo Delgado, office to confine the Issues
Silks, Arrow Collars, Dress Forms, Butterick Patterns, and Publications,
only the law point voulii need to take the "leap" though the minstrels ed, bringing good sized crowds to Bal
Secundino Romero, Stephen Powers, writ of habeas hearing set for tomor- have been
and Threads of all kinds. Positively no Other Exceptions.
do not intend to cause domestic strife. boa Park each day to watch the proof
and
the
taking
argued
Charles Farley, F. J. Gehring, J. Mc-- row in the federal court on behalf of the entire
three
trio
the
The
of
the
adobe
by
gress
pantomimic
buildings. They
question cr jurisdiction to
Martinez and his
will be one of the real funny startle most of the visitors by writing
JNierney, R. K. McClanahan, 2. Dr. W. Governor Ambrosio
the United States supreme court faJuan
of
San
pueblo,
Rt Tipton, Lotna Johnson, Baehantch wo companions
their signatures In clear script. All
cilitated. Until a
from the features of the Show,
Get, Rid of Your Rheumatism. T
On account of another attraction, have good common school educations, Don't Lose Sleep Coughing at Night,
Brothers, 2, L. J- - Dowd, Gross Kelly to the one issue of federal jurisdic highest tribunal of the land on the
to
appear
Pueblo
over
grants
tion
on
in
Mutual
will
company, William
not
be
F.
E.
Now
theater
Charlesi,
is the time to get rid of your
Take Foley's Honey and Tar Comacquired in the govement schools.'
mooted questions of jurisdiction over the
Kelley, Frank Carroon, Frances My- he futile, for on behalf of the state, pueblo lands, complications will con- the camp benefit but the three theatIt
down your throat rheumatism. You can do it if you appound.
glides
ers. Dr. W. P. Mill, Judge D. ,1. Leahy, Attorney General Frank W. Clancy tinue to arise and will
At Bremen, Ga., W. M. Golden, of and spreads a healing, soothing coat- ply Chamberlain's Liniment. W. Aj
make difficulty ers, the Vegas, Browne and Photoplay,
M. M. Padgett, Ben Coles, M. A. Bus-to- and Attorney C. C. Catron, will probas between the Indians and the state will be turned over, to the campers for the Equitable Life Assurance Society, ing over the inflamed tickling surface. Lockhard, Homer City, N. Y., writes,
Herman llfeld, 2, R. R. James, L. ably raise the question of adminis- and federal authorities.
the two dates, June 19 and 20.
says he found Foley Kidney Pills to That's immediate relief. It loosens "Last spring I suffered from rheumaC. Mersfelder, D. J. Taupert, J. A. tration of the ditch over which the
Advance sale of tickets will be for be the best remedy for Iddney and up the tightness in your chest, stops tism with terrible pains In my arms
Ross.
wohle row originated, Martinez and
the minstrel show only. The boyB of bladder troubles, also for rheumatism. stuffy wheezy breathing, eases dis- and shoulders. I got a bottle ot
Indigestion and Constipation.
his associates being committer! in
A. will sell these tickets He says, "Any person having kidney tressing, racking, tearing coughs. Chil Chamberlain's Liniment and the first
"About five years ago I began tak- the Y. M.
the county jail for taking water with- ing Chamberlain's Tablets after suf- and by disposing of a certain number trouble, backache, or rheumatism dren love it Refuse any substitutes. application Teuevea me. ay uomg
out consent of the mayordomo electto iearn credits for a stay should be very glad to find such' a Contains no opiates. O. G. Schaefer Dottle of it I was entirely cured," For
fering from indigestion and constipa- will be able
ed four months previous.yl
at
the
camp either for part or the wonderful remedy!." O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
tion for years without finding anysale by all dealers. Adv.
BASEBALL NOTES
The ditch is a very ancient one, thing to relieve me. Chamberlain's whole season.
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
and while on the San Juan pueblo Tablets helped me at once and by usBladder irritations, kidney troubles,
grant taking waters out of the Rio ing them for several weeks I was
dull
headaches, weariness, pain In
cured of the complaint," writes Mrs.
me Phillies are doing fine work Grande, supplies many whiteas settlers,
Samuel
WITH THE BOXERS.
back and sides, all show the kidneys
In the field and at bat, but are weak including such old timers
Mary E. McMullen, Phelps, N. Y. For
Eldodt and his famous garden. How- sale by all dealers. Adv.
need to be toned up, strengthened,
in the pitching department
A
fl
adtheir regular action restored. Foley
The Kearney team, pennant winner ever, until recently, the ditch was
In 1913, to a had last In the Nebraska ministered by the Indians, under
Jack Dillon and Battling Levinski Kidney Pills will do it surely and
whose customs, the governor is also NORMAL PLAV REPEATS
State league championship race.
got ?3,440 apiece out of their recent quickly. They give good health, freedom from pain,, a return of appetite
Four months ago,
It is said the Federal leaguei has the mayordomo.
bcut in Indianapolis.
j
SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES
and
sound sleep. Try them. O. G.
a certain mdian faction
are
offered Umpire Rigler of the National however,
New
York
figuring
promoters
FORMER
SUCCESS
LOS ANGELES & SAN DIEGO
on a match between Charley White Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
league $6,000 a year for three years and the white settlers, comprising the
Adv.
a
formed
the
ditch
users,
of
to join their circuit.
New
York
majority
and Willie Beecher, the
Guy Cooper and Walter Tolson, two corporation under the state statutes "A BACHELOR'S ROMANCE" WELL lightweight.
FARE FOR THE ROUND TRIP
young pitchers from the Virginia and elected mayordomo and commisJesa Willard, the erstwhile .heavy- COMFORTING TO STOUT PEOPLE
RENDERED BY THE STUare
Tablets
Cathartic
a
specdistribute
the
to
who
sioners
started
Foley
to
have
been
is
Bos
league,
willing
signed by the
weight hope, says he
DENT CAST
waters under the state law. They
ton American league club.
tackle Gunboat Smith, Frank Moran ially good little regulator that keeps
your system fn perfect working order.
.nuKe isaienti,
and mem met with opposition from Martinez and
The skill exhibited in the production or Jack Johnson.
No biliousness, no constipation, no disber of the Chattanooga Southern his faction. There were soma. 20 6f "A Bachelor's Romance" last night
JUNE 20, 21. 27, 28. JULY 4, 5, 11, 12, 18, l9, 25, 26.
tress after eating, no greasy taste. A
culto
arrests
and
commitments
jail
league team, Is out of the game for
In addition to Colonel Roosevelt the
by the students of the Normal UniverAUGUST 1, 2, 8, 9, 15, 16. 22, 23, 29, 30th.
stout
constantperson who uses them
the season because of a broken leg.
minating in Judige Pope issuing a writ sity at the Duncan opra nouse was a progressive party leaders who are
will
out
feel
and
ly
thinning
really
Manager Conmie Mack of the Ath- of habeas corpus for Martinez and two demonstration of amateur perfectnese
to speak in the interest of the
Final limit from date of ale 60 days. Tickets are first
letics has signed "Dad" Moulton, a of his compadres who were brought that did much credit to the members Washington party nominees in Penn: more comfortable as a result of their
at any point both going and
class and good for stop-oveuse. O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross
Boston high school pitcher. Connie to Santa Fe, after a deputy sheriff of the cast and the directress. The sylvania this fall include
-'
return journeys.
,
seldom overlooks a promising school had already taken them half way to advantage of repitltion, the strength Albert J. Beveridge of Indiana, Sen- Drug Store. Adv.
D. L BATCHELOR, Agent.
,
boy player,
jail at Tlerra Amartrla.
of habit, and the eureness that comes ator Moses B. Clappi of Minnesota,
The National league seems to have
The United States sought to con- with, doing a thing twice, gave this
Cal
o
Pardee
C.
George
It on the American league in the mat- fine the issues in the case to the second presentation a shade of advan- ifornia, Congressman Victor Murdock Subscribe for The Optic.
ter of sluggers, having nearly twice question of federal jurisdiction over tage over the first night. The players of Kansas,- - Judge Ben B. Lindsey of
as many hitters in the .300 class.
puehlo grants but now that another read their lines with, absolute ease, Denver and Professor Ciartf s E. Mer- elocution that usual- riam of the University of. Chicago.
and the sing-sonOscar S. Strauss denieei the report
ly mars amateur theatricals was bless
CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
that he might accept the progressive
edly and pleasantly missing. . The interest In the pieoe; the story nomination for United States senator
f I5O.0O8.H
1100,000.0
V
of which hovers around the awakening to succeed Senator Root.
......
,J.
rather Siever Serumgard of Devil's Lake Is
of an old
pedantic, editor who learns to love, the choice of the North Dakota pro-- S.
but does not know how to court, his gressives! for the sejat of Asle J.
i
s
: i i t
'
ward, was admirabry sustained, and Kronna in the United States senate.
Biscuit,
the accompanying "business" held in
T
rrt tt
t .
.i
I. M. Cunningham, Preside it
its proper relation to the leading mo
An Impaired Appetite.
For
Muffins, Waffles,
E. S. Lewis, Ass't Cash.
Frank Springer,
i
y
tif,
To improve the appetite and
and Home Baking
As the cast was previously review- strengthen the digestion try a few
ed in this paper, it is in no way nec- - doses of Chamberlain's Tablets. Mn
Success and
to apply the scalpel at tnis J. H. Seltz, of Detroit Mich., says:
lesBary
Satisfaction
time, whether for torture or relief. "They restored my appetite when imBut it was a
fact, well paired, relieved me of a bloated feeldemonstrated with applause, that ev- ing and caused a pleasant and satisery individual member of the cast was factory movement of the bowels." For
playing a good part. The fup hit its sale 'by all dealers. Adv. mark; the pathos was not overdone;
and the romance was not mere flirtCITROLAX!
Health Club Is the purest,
ing.
economand
CITROLAX1
most
strongest
"
ical Baking Powder obtain- The real merit of ap lay is to be
l' n
CITROLAX!
CAPITAL
able at any pnee
gathered from the audience. The actFirst get the name down pa- tor would rather hear the verdict come then buy it of your
druggist Just the
Office with (he San Miguel National Bank
to him over the foot lights than from very best thine for constipation, sick
the critic, and what the people say is headache, sour stomach, lazy liver,
UJIC UCIU
the court of test resort With this as sluggish constipated bowels. The
I on
Wit Q. HA YDO JiPresident
Ounce
a guid'a. and with the spirit of mere pleasantest, surest nicest laxative
-- Viot
ll. W. KELLY..
home feeling eliminated, the measure you ever used. Tastes good like lem
President
D. T. HOSKINS
of success that is to be awarded to onade. Acts promptly without pain
the perfodmance last night is a very or nausea. Gives you the most satisfuH'one,
factory flushing you have ever had.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Subscribe for The Optic.
Store, Adv.
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PLANS

LITTLE SAXON CAB

FOR TIMBER 8ALES

Albuquerque, N. ta., June 12. J. C.
Kircber of the office of silviculture,
STARTS FOR COAST
has Just returned to Albuquerque after
an inspection fcrip through the Datil,
LEAVES NEW YORK ON A LONG Apache, Sitgreaves, Tusayan and Co
TRIP OVER THE GREAT

New York,

June

12.

tional forests in this district Among
other things, these plans will show
clearly the need for cutting various
bodies of timber; what logging units
ade considered logical; means of tapping UmberNfcy railroads or wagon
roads and other data usually required

conino national forests. Mr. Kircher
will return the, next week to Flagstaff, where he will remain during
June and July to block out important
timber sales. Under the policy of the
district office it is planned . to draw
up business working plans for all na

LINCOLN HIGHWAY

JUNE 12,

1914.

by lumbermen before planning logging derson, a well known cattleman of the
lower Pecos valley, was struck and
operations.
instantaneously killed while at Tinnie,
KILLED BY LIGHTNING
Lincoln county. He had taken refuge
Santa Fe, June 12. The third death under a tree while the storm was ragfrom lightning In New Mexico this ing. He was 60 years of age. Many
month was reported today. Hugh An deaths from lightning are never re

2: 'SPRING

1914-'-

--

The Saxon

ear which recently covered 135 miles
a day for 30 days in Detroit, started
from here recently on a transcontinental trip that marks the official
christening of the Lincoln highway.
When the journey is ended at San
Francisco this car will hold a record
not only for being the first automo-

ported or recorded but it Is certain
that at least a score of Urea are
demanded in the state because
of persons seeking shelter under trees
while a storm is raging.

ly

Subscribe for The Optic.

2

bile run under official Banction over
the Lincoln highway, but also the first
sma car ewer to negotiate a
coast-to-coa-

trip.'

Officials of the Lincoln highway association have authorized the Saxon
car a the car to matte the initial trip
over this road and are
with the Saxon Motor company to accord big receptions to the car and its
drivers along the way. Automobile
clubs and civic organizations also
and its
plaq receptions for the car
Wilkins.
Fred
and
M.
Croker
J.
crew,
This Saxon in crossings tho continent will travel 3,389 miles and will
pass through 640 towns and cities.
The Lincoln highway route is the
shortest way from oaean to ocean, as
welt aa being the only continuous
route from the Atlantic to the Pacific.
Lincoln
Starting at New York .the
wheels
back
its
highway Saxon dipped
and
ocean
proceeded
Atlantic
the
into
to Philadelphia by way of Jersey City
and Trenton. From there the road
leads westward, among the important
cities on the line of Itavel being PittsCedar
burg, Fort Wayne, South Bend,
Salt Lake
(Rapids, Omaha, Denver,
City, Reno, Carson City, Sacramento,
Oakland and then to San Francisco,
where the front wheels of the car will
fee diped in the Pacific ocean and a
Dottle of water carried all the way
from the Atlantic will be emptied'.
A big demonstration waa held in
New York upon the day of the start
SaxHarry W. Ford, president of the
Van
Patten,
A.
L.
and
on company,
the distributor for the Metropolitan
dinner
district, gave the boys a bigsend-off,
a
of
Delmonico'8
way
by
at
crew
the
and 12 Saxons accompanied
on a iparade through the streets ol
New York, many of them going as
g
far as Newark with them in the
rain.
The schedule calls for an average
avspeed of 20 miles an hour and an
erage distance each day of 125 miles.
With the equivalent of one year's
service already marker up to. its credit, this car has undertaken a Journey
which when finished will be the equivalent of another yearns service in the
hands of the average owner. It is also
pdoving the field of usefulness of the
travelling
6mall car for
as well as in cities.
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In order tojraise cash at once, we are'compelled to offer 'Jthis ridicul-

LOW

ously

II

FOR

Cut Price 33

1-

per cent Off.

-3

DAYS ONLY

10

Sale Starts Saturday 9:00

Selection

To Assure Good

A. 11.

drtz-slfin-

cross-countr-

GOME EMRLY
NEVER before was
mm

up-to-da-

new stock of

te

THIS SALE INCLUDES
ADLER

ROCHESTER

and SPERO

CLOTHES

BE SAVED

Regina, Saskatchewan, June 12.
The rescue and perpetuation of the
anrapidly disappearing prong-horneCanthe
undertaken
by
telope is to be
adian government. To this end it enlisted the services of Ernest Thompson Seton, the naturalist, and Maxwell Graham, chief of the zoological
division at Ottaya, who nave outlined
a scheme which promises success.
This proposes the (establishment of
three fenced parks for antelope in different parts of their favorite range, on
areas not desirable for agriculture and
In regions that still contain wild antelope.
The first step was to outline the
ancient and present range of the antelope, then to ascertain the probable
number at large. The combined evidence of many gamia wardens and
mounted police shows that there are
wet between 1,000 and. 1,500 antelope
north-wes- t.
still at large in, the Canadian

4

d

mm

S12.00 33
"
15.00
"
18.00
"
20.00
"
22.50
"
25.00
"
27.50

New seasonable goods. All new styles.
come in all shapes at 4 off:
$2.00 Hat Yi Off

...."L.$ 8.00

off
"
"
M

-

"
"

2.50 "
3.00 '

- 10.00
-- 12.00
13.65

-

"

$4.00,

..J

I....

PANAMA HATS.
5.00
7.50

XA

l... ......

off
"

One lot of Bostonian Shoes will be 'sold
low cost.

..J

"
"

15-0-

16.75
18.50

-

Make.

MICHAEL

STRAW HATS

Individualized style, for men, cut with all the
necewary dignity that a man wants in his clothe,
and yet with a certain style touch which lifts them
right out of the ordinary.

y

ANTELOPE TO

offered such an

men's and young.men's suits, at this early date of the Summer Season.

K

They
$1.33
1.75
2.00
t

3.33
5.08

be- -'

In this lot you will find

$4.50 and $5.00

SALE PRICE

SHOES

2.95

33b per Cent Off
OnTrunks, Suit Cases

.

Prior to the hard winter of 1906
and 1907 there were at least ten times
as many; but that long, fierce spell

and Hand Bags.

of frost and deep enow killed them
oti by thousands. In the spring when

the starving remnants were making
their way north over the frozen Sasloss' gave wan
katchewan, the rotten

over
according to one ranchman, and
were engulfed on one occasion as
he watched them from the bank.
Seton Graham, acting for the dominion government, set out on May 9 to
select the lands needed. Three parts
have been secured, one in each of tha
prairie provinces, Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manttobai, On the two former the wild antelona still range. All
the conditions, climatic, topographic
and botfanic, have been pronounced
perfect. Each park will be about 36
square miles in extent Fencing will
begin this summer; it will be horse-high- ;
A
and coyote-proof- .
cmpetant warden will be in charge
and in residence in each. As soon
as the snow comes a careful drive
will be organized to stock the fenced
ranges.
500

bull-stron- g

1

5 per Cent Off

On Summer Shirts. All Sizes
'

n
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REKHBER SALE STARTS SATURDAY

m

A.

II

1

311-- 2

to 18

m 10 DAYS

ONLY

Talchertps Clothing Store
'

CORRECT GARMENTS F0RKIEN

DOUGLAS AVENUE

C OPYRI GHT

t

ITHftXS

E. LAS VEGAS, N. MEI,

ADLERrROCHESTER, CL O THES

LAS VEGAS DAILY

OUR

reason except to discover the sun, and
theer were rumors tbat he was to be
found in Egypt" Needlees to say that
be, or It, has not been found in these
ESTABLISHED 187
i
opening chapters, but he who seeks
goes about the world with his eyes
PublithM by
and his mind wide et!n, and he sees
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
and hears and thinks some things
P
(Incorporated)
that make mighty pood reading.
Not the least charming part of the
are the verses which prelude the
story
...Editor.
M. M. PADGETT.
chapters. These, which( with two other stanzas, introduce the first, have
a haunting beauty; . ,
"Men must keep touch with things
they used to use
Entered At the pos toff ice at East
To earn their living, leven when
Ui Vegaa, New Mexico for Iran
they are free,
atisalom through the United States And so come back upon the least
alia aa aecond claaa matter. .
excuse
Same as the sailor settled by the
seal " , "
,
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, by Carrier
I .06 "He knows he's never going ' on a
rer Copy
cruise,
,
One Week
J
Because he's done and finished with
.65
One Month
the sea;
7.M
Qua Year
Put still he, likes to feol it's there to
Dally, by Mall
?
$6.00
use,
J
One Tear (la advance)
3.00
If he should need it, aa it used to
x Months (In advance)
7.00
be."
One Year (In arrears) -3.75
Months
(in arrears)..
It
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0
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(Cash In Advance for Mall
Subscriptions.)
Remit by check, draft or money
arder. It sent otherwise we will not
to responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application,
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FLIES MUST GO

a

On Decoration day a band composed
of convicts from. Sing Sing prison led
the town parade, and at the close of
the exercises the members of the band

prison
promptly returned to their
the Kansas City Journal.
The incident caused little comment,
but it is highly slgnifgtant of 'the
changing attitude of states toward
their penal wards. Ten yearn ago
such a thing would not have been
thought of. Even the suggestion that
men
serving sentences in prison
should be given a few hours of liber
ty for any purpose would have been
deemed absurd. On the same day, at
the Auburn penitentiary, in the same
state, 1,400 convicts engaged in field
sports, and for the time being were
virtually free men. pach convict had
given his word that he would not at
tempt to escape, and no special
watch was put over them. Every
man returned to his cell at the call of
the whistle.
These are only examples illustrating
home, says

the changing methods of treating state
prisoners. At Leavenworth, field days
are regular Institutions. Furthermore
it is now customary in a number of
states to send convict squads to work
without
on public roads practically
guards as escorts. Not long ago 500
convicts of the Ohio state prison were
sent quite a distance to work on a
publlo road. They were gone three or
of the
four weeks, and
warden shows that only 24 tried to es
cape, the others remaining loyai to
their word. , Of the 24, only eight were
not recaptured, and it is interesting
to note that the loyal convicts' them
selves tried in every way to prevent
the escapes and expressed regret that
any of the men should have broken
faith. Similar experiences have re
sulted In the "honor gonads" at Lea v
enworth, .where desertions have been
very few. One poor fellow was overcome by temptation and ran away to
see his mother. After he had been with
her a few hours he voluntarily return
ed to Leavenworth, although he knew
in advance that severe penalties would
be exacted for his misconduct
Prison reform Is becoming real and
Its beneficent effects are noted every
where. Of course, there are always
dangerous and rebellious prisoners
who cannot be trusted. But there are
many more wlio not only can be trust
ed, but who show the wholesome ef
fects of this trust. It makes for a new
character of manhood among prison
ers "toi treat them s human beings
instead of as inoorrlgibles lost to all
sense of honor. There is promise of
real reform among prisoners who are
treated with humane consideration and
who are encouraged to assert their
better kualities. Even temporary free
dom Is a boon, and when the convicts
learn that their trustworthiness is the
test of their manhood very few abuse
the privileges granted to them. Good
treatment and kindness, and trust In
an awakened sense opersonal honor
will do more to make men of prison
inmates than all the devices of punishment known.
o
AMBASSADOR

NEW

APPOINTED

Washington, June 12. Representative William Q. Sharp of Elyria, Ohio,
vaa nominated today by President
Wilson to be ambassador to France,
succeeding Myron T. Herrick. Mr.
Sharp is a democrat.

Tbe following Is taken from the
State Journal. It carries
ingestion that might well be taken to
heart by any community. Though in
no way uovel Its merit is not decreas
ed by lamUlarity.
Spot, swat, ewlpe.
Idll tbe cussed little varmint any old
only kill him.

"The city Xly campaign begins today. Klddka, get your fly traps and
swatters. Ten cents a quart take the
bottles, sealed, to the sanitary depart
ment, third floor of the city building.
You will receive a clean bottle in ex
change also a dime.
"Swat the Fly" Topeka has become famous throughout the country.
The number of flies in the capital city
diminishes year tiy year.
Last June 140 gallons about
flies were lugged to Sanitary
Sergeant Ramsey and paid for at the
rate of 50 cents a peck.
"Several years ago families Irritably brushed their hands before their
faces and murmured indictments
against the bothersome flies. Now
the arival of a fly In the dining room
is heralded by a general Jump. Mother,
father and the children leap np to an-- el
nihilate him.
oi
" 'The
fly campaign begins today,"
eaid Sergeant Ramsey. 'Everybody
iaxe a wnacic at cne eariy rues, 'rue
more dimes the city has to spend, the
better.' "
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Yawner
is not likely to be found doing "big things."
md'sl!bewide awake daytimes and

To succeed nowadays 'b.ie

sleep soundly at night

"

:

'

i

LARGER THAN

CALAMITY
MORE APPALLING WITH
ERY WORD RECEIVED

HILtSBORO

!

A New

EV- -

BALOONISTS

SEND

Mexico Stone

Found in Mora County

O. 8.
Portland, Ore., June 12. A carrier
i.IUuquerque, N. M., June 12. The pigeon arrived here at
p. m. with
flood which partially destroyed the this message' from the Balloon Million
town of HillaboTO, N. M., late Wednes- Population club:
.

'l

. We are showing these stones in the
ctystals as they are found, as well as
cut ready lor mounting.

"Baloon struck by lightning. Berry
day night was more serious than at
first reported. Telephone lines are hurt Come quick.
still down and communication is fcy (Signed) George y. 'Morrisonv
courier to Lake Valley, on the Santa
The message did not say where tbe
Fe.. The town practically is In ruins. balloon had descended to earth. The
;

i They range in hardness between the'

A dyke which turned the north aid Bery refered to is
Captain John Ber
south Percha creeks off the town. ry of St Iiouls, who was piloting the
broke under the cloudburst pressure. balloon. George Y. Morrison, his pasThe body of Thomas Murphy, a pio senger, signed the message.
neer and first sheriff of Sierra coun
Officials here are absolutely at sea
He was as to where to look for
ty, has been recovered.
the wrecked
balloon and Its Injured pilot ', It Is
caught in his house and drowned.'
.
The whole country between Engle, presumed the balloon came down
near the Elephant Butte dam, eta the seme where in the craggy Cascade
Rio Grande, and Htflsbwo is under mountains, probably many miles from
water and heavy , damage has been a habitation.
done to alfalfa fields and ranch head- -

quartern Some stock losses are reported but it is believed these will not

prove heavy. Albuquerque and other
cities are arranging to send provisions
and clothing to Htllsboro.
BILL RETURNED TO HOUSE

Washington, June 12 Fresh from
the long and spectacular fight in the
senate the Panama tolls exemption re
peal bill returned to the house today
for action on the
compromise amendment before going
to President Wilson for signature.
Chairman Adamson of the commerce
committee, in charge of the bill, at
once moved that the house concur
with the amendments instead of send'
ing it to conference.
"The senate amendment," he said,
"should be acceptable to all advocates
of uniform tolls. It is exceedingly ap
propriate that the statement contain
ed in the amendment should be made
and promulgated in connection with
the repeal bill Itself; It Is nothing but
the truth and substantially the same
(ieleclaration has been made by us
on the floor of the house and else-hee- r
r
e
.
many times." '
An attempt, led by Representative
Moss, republican, of West Virginia, to
substitute the senate amendment to
the tolls repeal bill with an affirma
tive declaration of the rights of the
United States to discriminate in favor
of its own ships, was defeated In the
house 174 to 108.
"
Glass of Virginia,
Representative
democrat in a lively defense of the
president, made a sensational attack
on his own party leaders who opposed
the repeal though avoiding mentioning
them by names.
"This proceeding is not ungrudging,"
Mr. Glass added. "It Is assinine. Con
gress should legislate and quit talking so muchu. I repudiate those men
who wrote the heresy of exemption
into the democratic platform."
Representative Montell of Wyoming
republican, 6ald the senate amendment
was not a compromise but a "straddle, Republican Leader. Mann announced his intention to support the
senate amendment, which, he said.
"makes this whole long fight over the
freo tolls Issue a dra, open for fu
ture deliberation and for future decis
ion.
Norris-Simmo-

RESOLUTE

WINS

awake nights and makes them dozy In the daytime, when they

alert

-

RACE

fee and using

AGAIN

of- -

OUIMET

Topaz and Sapphire.
Not an imitation of the Diamond, but
a bright white stone,
'

.

.

h

TAUPERT'S
w:,':rf;;vv'y--.-

TNE HOUSE WIFE'S FRIEND
Moses Best Flour
Better Dread and more loaves per sack.

FOSTU

no coffee, caffeine, or other harmful substance, but does contain

the grain.

Wholesome - Nourishing

Delicious!

Postum comes in two fjrms:
Regular Postum

well boiled, yields, a delightful flavour. 15c
'

and 25o packages.

;

if TJjTf !,f

Instant Postum a soluq'e powder.
boiling required.

30c and 53c Una.

Associated PSes3 Coat off Sandy
June 12. (By . Wireless.)
Resolute, . the flag officer's yacht
triumphed today ror the fifth time
over her rival cup candidate, Vanitie,
on the Sandy Hook course, winning
without her time allowance.
The official time gave Resolute a
lead of nearly three minutes at the
finish of the triangular course of 30
miles, over which the contest had been
fought Resolute finished at 2:23:57)
Vanitie at 2:26:46 elapsed time and
the corrected time was Resolute
3k9:59, Vanitie 3:25:59.
Defiance on account of the neces
was not entered in
sity for
today's races.
The cup candidate yachts, Vanitie
and Resolute, started on their seventh
contest today In a
breeze that
promised a fast race.
Instead of the beat to windward and
return which had ewi planned, the
regatta committee arranged a trian
iti.
gular course, which started
tj
Hook.

Made of whole wheat and a bit of molasses, Postum contains

food elements of

zz

SOLD BY ALL GROCERS

GROSS KELLY & CO. Distributors

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Cihacog, June 12. Belief that after of the wheat market
Sic1iTiaB ' refour days' decline, a reaction was
suffered
from
sih4rp? decline.
cently
due, helped bring about a rally today
The closing quotations for the day
'
In wheat,. The opening which was
. '
were as follows:
off to H up was followed by a subWheat, July 83; Sept 82
?
stantial advance all around. Closing
Corn, July 70; Sept, 67!
prices were steady 94 to
under
Oats, July 39; Sejt 38.'
last nfftt
Pork, July 21; Sept $20.05.
Corn weakened on account of gen
Lard, July $10.10; Sept $10.27.
eral rains where needed. After start
Ribs. July $11.40;' Sept. 11,45.
cent lower the
ing unchanged to
market steadied to last night's level.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
The close was steaa-- ,
to
under
Kansas City, June 12. .Hogs, relast night
ceipts 2.E0O.- - Market higher. Bulk
Notwithstanding that the breaking $8.058.20; heavy
$7.158.22;
of the drought had some bearish ef
packers and butchers $8. 05 8.20;
fect on oats, the effect was not of a lights
$7.958.10; pigs $7.257.75.
lasting sort
Cattle, receipts 100. Market steady.
Provisions leaner to the bull side. Prime fedi steers
dressed
Notice was posted on the Board of beef 'steers' $7. $8.509; western
50;
308,
trade today that Sidney Lone and steers
$78.85; southern steers $6.25
Company had failed to pay their debit
8.25; cows $4.257.25;
heifers
balance at the clearing house. The
stockers and feeders $6
$6.508.85;
firm has been active on the bull side
7.75;. bulls $57; calves $69.50.

Sheep,: .receipts 3,000. Market
to weak. Lamba $79.60;

fJpf

TJ-jj-

Made in the cup.
'

No

'

The cost per cup of bo!h kinds is about the same.

"There's a Reason" for POSTUM
sold by Grocers everywhere.

year

$S6.85; wethers $55.80;
and. feeder
$45.10; stockers
'
$2.507.
lings
ewes

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

New York, June 12. The market
closed (steady.
Speculators favored
the long side today. Business was
small, but there were numerous advances of a point w so. Sluggish
conditions prevailed in the latter part
of the session and earlier gains were
reduced, "?he last saes were:
71
Amalgamated Copper
107"
American Sugar Refining
99
I,.
Atchison .
111.96
Northern Pacific
.-

Reading1.

,,,.....165'

Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
;.
United States Steel, pfd...'.

94 3&
156
62
109

amthoth Stock
Sale

R educing

Ba ch a r ac h
1--

E

the nutritious

"'

Call and See Them at

LEADS

Troon, Scotland, June 12. Francis
Ouimet, of the Woodland Golf club,
Massachusetts open golf champion of
the United States, led all the amateurs with an aggregate score of 154
in the two qualifying rounds conclud
ed today for the British open golf
championship. Ouimet was tied for
twelfth place in the entire list with
Tom Ball, champion of Belgium.
The nearest amateur to Ouimet is
Gordon LockharJt who is tied at the
twenty-fiftposition with a score of
157.
Edward Ray and John H. Taylor, the holder of the British open
golf title, tied for .Jjrst place with
aggregate scores of 150.

FLAG
TRI
OFFICER'S, YACHT
UMPHS ONCE MORE 6VERr VAN-ITIAT SANDY HOOI:;

,

.

'.It

The Mora Gem

FIRST REPORTS

i

It you have any ambition to "make good" try quitting

--

1

(:

Coffee, on account of Its drug, caffeine, keeps many people

should be keen and

g

beat to windward and two long
?
reaches 30 miles in all. 1
The boats began a pretty tussle for
position (before the mrarnin whistle,
and got off t6ut 11 o'clock, crossing
AT the line within a few seconds of each
other. Resolute got the weater posi
tion and was leading toward the first
mark.
A mile and a half from the finish
the Resolute had such a lead that her
GROWS victory seemed certain.

FLOOD DAMAGE IS

NEW KIPLING STOUT
In the July Issue of the Cosmopola new
itan Rudyard Kipling begins
travel story under the alluring title,
"Egypt' of the Magicians. It is upon
Kipling that the mantle of our own
Mark Twain fell; he la the one writer best fitted to keep alive and
healthy our letters in this day of
literary debauchery.
In these latter years certain undeveloped ministers and librarians and
flnaky Sunday school teachers have
looked askance at the work of the
great Englishman, tmt the fact remains that no contemporary writer,
with whom English or American Is
the native medium, exercises so sure
end vide a domination over readers
of all classes as he does. It is not
oftPtt that the graat writers are the
popular ones, but In this case merit
end fame are in league with success,
undoubtedly because he possesses the
gift of the true story tel
le!' vitality.
Th promise of this story is like a
second helping of turkey at Thanks--!
v
eomething to think about long
starts with a epaxkle of
t
1
.id left Europe lor no other
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Come In While "Pickings" Are Good

The Cream of This

,

Big Stock Is on Sale
'
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We'll Be Glad to See You In Our Store
the STORE or Quality
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PEACE CENTENNARY

PERSONALS

A BRILLIANT SCENE
J. Stetson of Omaha was a business via i tor in Las Vegas today.
B. M. Hixeubaugh of Ocate came in
last night for a brief business visit.
Charles Chadwich of Albuquerque
was a business visitor In the city today;
JL A. HIbba of Pueblo, Col., came in
last night for a short business visit
'
here.
W. C. Keim and J. A Rooee of Albuquerque visited La a Vegas on business today.
C J. Yall of Denver, Col., was a
commercial business visitor in Las
Vegas today.
Superintendent F. L. Myers left this
afternoon for Albuquerque on a short
business visit.
F. MioDonal and W. G.
, fIhtomaB
Walker of Kansas City were business
visitors here today.
Cleofes Romero of Estancia was a
visitor with his brother, Secundino
Romero, here yesterlay. '
George H. Hunker left last night for
Santa F where he will remain on
Business Tor a short time.
J. D. Washburn, a well known ran
cher of Wagon Mound, was a business
visitor in Las Vegas today.
H. C. Hefner of Denver, Col., arrivd in Las Vegas yesterday and will be
a business visitor here for some time.
William Scott of Santa Fe came in
last night andwlll be n Business vis
itor in this city for the inert few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Honsteln of
Enid, Okla., arrived in Las, Vegas last
night and will visit in this city for
some time.
Misses Pauline and Louise Jaraiuillo
will leave this evening for Trinidad
where they will visit relatives for a
ehort time.
JMr. and Mrs. Gub Lehman, formerly residents of thia city but now located at Maxwell, came in last night for
a several days' stay here.
W. W. Phillips and Thomas E. Hull,
both of Deming, arrived in Las Vegas
last night and were business visitors
here today for a snort time.
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Van Houten of
Shoemaker drove in this morning
from their home town in their automobile and will make a short 6tay.
Mrs. Alfred Creues of Elgin, I1U is
in Las Vegas as the guest of her sis
'
She will
;ter, Mrs. W. E. Eastman
or
the. summer
epend the, larger part
.bare,
I 9(. W. Strong and W. H. Hahn, automobile dealers of Albuquerque,
drove in yesterday from the Duke
City and will be business visitors here
Sot a short time.
,E. Valdez and B. A. Clothier rf
Springer came in yesterday for a short
business visit in this city. Mr. Valdez
3urchased an automobile during his
stay here yesterday.
,
Colbert C. Root, editor for The Optic, left last night for his home in
.Witnfleld, Kans., where he expects to
ffiemain " f or some time visiting his
M.

LONDON DOES
THE FABLED

FULL HONOR TO
DOVE AT BALL
IN ALBERT HALL

N

WHITE

19c
Better Corset Covers.39c to 25c

Beautiful Camisole Covers,
69c
i embroidery or lace
Children's Drawers
10c.
Misses' Drawerg
.26c and 19c
Children's
Good
Sateen
25c
Bloomers
.
,
Ladies Combination Suits $ t
-.-

...-

--

Mrs. Charles" A. Speisa returned this
afternoon from Denver, Colo., where
ehe has been for a short .time. Mrs.
Spiess was accompanied by her daughter, Mlse Jeanette Spe'lss, who has
ibeen attending school In Denver,
XJ. E. Jjewis, local manager for the
EafiCksoix And Sabln brokerage company, returned last night from Oklahoma City, Okla., and other points .in
that Jtate where he (has been visiting
relatives for the past few weeks. Mrs.
Lewis wilt remain In Oklahoma for
some time.

ELKS' PROGRAM

FOR

FLAG DAY ANNOUNCED
BODY WILL HOLD
FRATERNAL
SERVICES. r ON
PUBLIC
v
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
,

"The program. for
the "focal

ly

s
the Flag day
ordero?" Elks at
exer--clse-

their clubhouse next Sunday afternoon .has-bee- n
completed, 'oniT.the
promise of thei services should commend them to everyona, '

J

98c,$9an4U&&

Princess Slips, up from
79o
Princess Slips, crepe, pink,
blue or white
,98c
Ladies' . Niglii Gowns, Up
.

'

;

tromJ.-.Zj- .'

49c

Ladies' White Underskirts
88c 79c," 69e &L.r
49c
Gingham Undereklrts.49c to 29o
Sataen UmderskirU-98- c,
69c, 49c
Ladies' Black Waist8-98- c
to 49c
Ladles, Waists and Sacques
49c
top from il.u'i
Xn the ,laaa

Vegas, N. M.

(Mo
exercises will begin at 2:30
o'cjock sharp, and all who plan to at- tend them are. requested to be In their
seats by thai time, in order to prevent
any disturbance duding the program.
All Elks are requested to be at the
club house at 2 o'clock..
The program follows:
Music, "American" Patrol"
J Las Vega Symphony Orchestra
Introductory Exercises- Exalted Rule and Officers
(
.
Prayer by Elk (Jhaplaln-- 1
Tine

'.l.Brother W. O. Wood
A. F. Morrisette
Sone:
the5
of
Flag, Reading
Histody
.'

Selectedi-Mr- s.

......-Broth-

Charles: W

er

G.

Ward

Altar

ServiceliEsquire and Officers

Song,

"Star Spangled Banner'',.,,,.

P. L. Retmaii
a.
Elks Tribute to the Flag
...J.--Mc-

.'

l'Brother

Music, "Melody

parents.

e,

25c value Corset Cover

-

,'aV,JJ''

GOODS BARGAINS

in F"

E. B. Shaw

.

The large can

,

LONDO NSEES WAR CLOUD
London,' June 12. An official dis
patch from Mitylene, an Island off the
coast of Asia Minor, says that Turk
ish regulars, with machine guns and a
force of
today com
menced an attack on the town of
Aivalik, on the coast of the mainland.
.

Bashi-Basouk-

7--

of fC

C

lasts longer

For goodness sake, use

KG
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TRUST CO.

(EL

PAID IN"CAPITAL, $114,220.00

x

Since Its organlzaUon this Bank has consistenUy and constantly devoted its efforts to the
upbildlng of
a safe and conservative banking instltuUon.
Its constant and steady growth Is conclusive evidence that Its efforts are appreciated by the banking
public. Hundreds of satisfied customers are now on our books, but there Is ample space for more We endeavor to give our patrons the best of banking service la all lines. Ask tlie
"". woman, firm or corporation that favors THE PEOPLES BANK AND TRUST COMPANY.

''-

-

.

Make This Bank Your Bank.

A

Cordial Welcome

We Pas 2co on'Checking Accounts

t.

We Pay 4

...

--

x

)

)

J
-
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A Real

Opportunity

A BEAUTIFUL La France Blue Underflow 42 ;Piece Dinner Set given
for coupons. One coupon will be found in each carton of Crystal Butter. The complete set will be delivered to you for 25 coupons and $3.75
in cash. ' These dishes are guaranteed by one of the oldest and largest
pottery concerns in America and by ourselves as well.

Crystal Creamery Co.
TODAY'S

At Detroit
:
Boston
Detroit

BASEBALL

American League
'Washington at Chicago.
Boston at Detroit.
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
New York at SL Louis.

,,

Foster

f

Omaha at Lincoln.

-

nd

2

1

ia

Thomas;

a.,

National League
Ii.
W.

.

New York

...26

Cincinnati
Pittsburgh
St. Louis

29
3
24

16
20
21
26
25

....b...20

23

"I

......25

Chicago
Brooldym

.

"

New York ,

Federal League
.

....

R. H. E.
.14 7 0
0
3

eague

.

,

,

18

.....15

Cleveland

Buffalo
Kansaa City
Batteries: Ford and Blair; Packard Buffalo .
K
'
and Easterly.
Baltimore

At IndianapolisFirst game R, H.E.
15 10
R.H.E.
...
Baltimore
'
2
7
8
6 6 2
Indianapolis
Chicago
4 6 4
Batteries: Qulnn, Wilhelm and Rus
New York
Batteries: Vaughn and Bresnahan; sell; Kalserllng and Rariden.
Second game
,, 'j R,H.E.
.
,
Mathewson, Frpmine and Meyers.
4 8 3
i
Baltimore
12 1
R.H.E. Indianapolis
.2i;i-- ll
At Brooklyn
-- 2 8 1
Batteries: Smith and Jacklitsch;
St Louis
.1 5 2 Moseley and Raridem,
Brooklyn- Batteries: Doak, Salee and Snyder;
At Chicago
R.H.E.
Reulbach and McCarty.
.
r5 10 0
Brooklyn
R.H.E. Chicago
3 4 2
At Philadelphia
2 8 3
Batteries: Seaton and Lend; Hen-drl- x
Cincinnati
":"
6 1
.;-- 3
and Wllaon. Philadelphia
Watlenal
At New Yorte

.

At Topeka
R.H.E.
20.
Philadelphia .
1 9 3
Topeka .1. ..I-15
Boston . ,
5 8 0
Sioux City
Batteries:' Faircloth, Jones and
American League
Rapps; Gasper and Crisp.
W.
28
Philadelphia .
At Denver
R.H.E. Washington
28
3 11
1
Des Moines .
.29
Detroit . .
4 19 0
Denver
26
St Louis .
Batteries: ' Kinsella and Haley;
...24
Boston .
Harrington and Spahr.
....23
Chicago

At Kansaa City
YESTERDAY'8 RESULTS

8TANOING OF THE CLUBS

0

Western League
R. H. E.
At Wichita
Omaha.
.6' 13 2
L .11 15. 0
Wichita
Batteries:: Willis, .Stevens and
Kruger; Durham, Scott and Graham.

Baltimore at Chicago.
Brooklyn at Kansas City.
Buffalo at St. Louis.
Pittsburg at Indianapolis,
j--j

5
7

-- 1

j

Dauss and Stanage.

'

Federal Leaaue

Western League
SL Joseph at Denver.
De Moines at Topeka.
Sioux City at Wichita. '

R. Hi E.

Batteries:

National League
Chicago at New York.
Pittsburgh at Boston.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.

Chicago

Federal League
W.

Brooklyn

.

li

Pet

18,

.609
,583
.569
.542
.511.
.469
.400
.319

20
22
22
23

26
27
32

"

i

..26

18
18
22
20

.591
.561
.642
.500
.476
.469
.467
.429

i.26

Tnfliainapolis

.

.1Z0
20

22
26
24

...23

Pittsburgh
Kansas City .

28

....23
,

St Louis

.

23

Pet

.
.

.619
.592
.523
.490
.490
v465
.465
.349

Ii.

.

. .

PcL

.21

.......21

23

,

.

R.H.E
At St Louis
At Boston
2 7 1 Pittsburgh
-- .
PiUsburgh
'
i- " -3 10 i St Louis
Boston
Batteries: Adams, Cooper and Gib
Batteries: Knetzer
son. Coleman: Perdue, James ana Cramdall and Hartley.
-

..'--

Western League
W.
I
Sioux City . ......... SI
19
n
Denver
,'....29 . 19
20
23
St Joseph
Des Molnea
Lincoln
Omaha . ,

Wichita
Topeka '.

R.H.E;
7.10

1
1

...25

..........

24
28

.25
.,21-26-

30
34

23

.......,.16

TO HEAD FEDERAL

Pet.
'

.620
.604
.583
.510
.490
.447
.434
JS2ft

RESERVE

'
Washington, June 12. Thomas B.
and Berry; Jones, a Chicago lawyer, former member of the Princeton Unlversley trustGowdy.
ees, and a personal friend of PresiSTEVENSON SLOWLY SINKING
dent Wilson, has practically been seAmerican league
Chicago, June 12. Adlal E. Steven- lected for governor of the federal reR-- H. E. son former vice
At Cleveland r
president of the Uni- serve board. It was said unofficially
3 a 1 ted States is
Cleveland
slowly sinking, and the today that his nomination would go
0 5 0 end Is
NO MORE TANGO
to the senate Monday.
Philadelphia
likely to come any time.
Cleveland, June 12. It is now "the For Saturday and Monday only
Batteries: Steen and O'Neill; Pen-for both together
$1.60 nock and Lapp.
half and half." King Tango has re
ceived a mortal blow and, if he re"
"
R. H. E.
covers will be an Invalid for life.
At Chicago
L
4 7 0
The NaUonal Association of Dancing
Washington
r
2 8 2
Masters In convention today announc
Chicago
MOST
YOUR
ed that King Tango's injuries were
Batteries:
BoebUng and Henry;
such that amputation of the ting's "SHINO" Polishing and Dusting Mitt Faber and Srtialk.
suggestive steps aud risque wriggles just the thing for automobiles.
R.H.E.
are imperative. He may live, but
At St. Louis
50c
,
Special, Value
1 6 3
he'll be very tame..
New York
to be had at
'
Only
3 4 0
The half and half is the new claim-- ;
St Louis
and
Mcllale
ant to the throne half hesitation,
Batteries:
CO.
FUEN.
Warhop,
THE ROSENTHAL
half waltz, five distinctive stens sue-Nunamaker; Jamea and Leary, Ag- a W m' v v
j? m
new.
Opposite the Y.M. C.A.
gested. Several hundreds delegates
---

.

GQA'L

2

12

A TJD 17

HEAT FOR

O

MONEY.

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

li

L.

to All Visitors

on Time and Savings Accounts

t

s,

A the town iai inhabited by 25,000
Greeks, a; massacre is feared.
The threat of another Greco Turkish war did not come as a surprise
diplomatic circles here today.. It was
pointed out that eevnts In the near
east during recent months had been
kindling the strongest animosities between the two peoples-Gree- ce
accuses Turkey of wholesale
expulsion with great cruelties to
Greek Christian from the province of
Thrace, while Turkey accuses Grece
of oppressing former Turkish subjects
In the region of Salonlki, whlchwas
taken by the Greeks in the recent
Balkan war.
A conference between the Russian
and Roumanian minister
has been
planned to take paee at Bucharest,
Roumanla, next week to endeavor to
preevut the breaking of war, A general meeting of the Islamic society
was held in London on Wednesday to
protest against 'the systematic extermination of the Moslem population of
the Balkans, pursued by the various
Balkan states, especially Greece.""

V.

than 25 cents worth of other baking,
powders but no matter how long it
takes to get to the bottom the last
spoonful is just as good as the first.
K C raises the nicest, lightest biscuits,
cakes and pastry you ever ate, and it
is guaranteed pure and wholesome.

jt

premief; was defeated today in the
first division taken In the new chamber of deputies by a vote of 306 to 262
The premier immediately resigned. He
had held office but one day.
Intense excitement was manifested
in the chamber of deputies
today
when Alexander Felis Rabat, the new
premier, mounted the tribune to read
the cabinet's declaration of policy. In
many quarters doubt was expressed
whether thee ablnet would be able to
live through the day, owing to its atr
titude concerning the rigid maintenance of the three year's military service law.
The premier's declaration was fre
quently 'interrupted with shouts .of
Down with the three year's service,"
from the socialists and radical social
ists, but was applauded by the mom- bpni nf th A mnrA fYknnarvAtlvA crmiifnA
.
,
occupying the center and the rlgh4wf
Vthee hamber.
;
,

Felt

Keeps Its Strength

1

NEW CABINET QUITS
Paris. June 12. The new French
cabinet, of which Senator RJbot is

NEAR-CHAM-

6-- 1;

PEOPLES BANK

.

Las Vegas Symphony Orcestra
Patriotic Address.Brother D. J. Leahy
Song, "America" Lodge and audience
The music will be unded thet supervision of Mrs. Charles Kohnj, The
committee on general arrangements is Harcourt
Get Rid of Your Rheumatism".
Brothers P. Db McElroy and George E
Eajch lady wore a standard with
Morrison.
The public is cordially in the coat of arms of her state and
Now ia the time to get rid of youf
V '
vited.
coetumm.es rheumatism. You can do it if you ap
Holme of the (individual
were textremely novel in design.
ply Chamberlain's Liniment. W- A
DENVER PLAYER LEADS
Homer City, N. Y., writes,
Loqkhard,
Kansas City, Ma, June 12. M. A.
PHOENIX HAS LADY COP
"Last spring I suffered from rheuma
McLaughlin of Denver and John Deere
Phoenix. Ariz, June 12. Phoenix tism with terrible pains in my arms
Cady of .Rock Island, 111., were leading now has a woman on her police force, and shoulders. I got a bottle of
their opponents in, the chmapionship
The policewoman 13 Miss Alice Mat- Chamberlain' Liniment and the first
finals of the TransMlsslssippl golf
who had several years' experi application relieved me. By using one
thews,
tournament here today. At the eigh
on
the Kalamazoo, Mich., force. oottle of it I was entirely cured." For
ence
was
six
up
teenth hole "McLaughlin
was appointed, she resigned sale by all dealers. Adv.
she
When
in his match with S. E. Edmunds of
her
Kalamazoo
poslUon by telegraph,
at
St Louis, While Cady wast 5 pu the Miss Matthews name to Phoenlz last
E.
with
R
same hole, ta his game
winter and ma(Je seevral addresses be
NEW and IMPROVED
Morrison, the Kansas City champion fore women's
organizations. She de
Reversible
clared that more flirting went on in
NEW YORK GIRL
Polish pad
Rod
he streets of Phoenix than in any city
Philadelphia, June 12. Miss ..Marie she
criticized
also
the
seen.
She
bad
Wagner of New York, today won the
of picture shows and other places of
Browne
Miss
meet
to
Mary.
right
amusements. Her appointment fol
California, tomorrow in the challenge lowed
the adoption of resolutions by
round for the woman's Individual lawn
the
league, urging that a woman
Civiij
tennis, championship of the United
to the city's squad of peace
be
added
CasClaire
Statesby' defeating Miss
officers.
seL also of New York
Chief George Brlsbols will not give
Gets Into
OiEfliCAuv
Miss Matthews any regular beat. Her
TheGRNER3
'5kEATE0YARiV
duUes will be to stroll around to picworth
SHINO"
....?1.50
ture shows and parks, keeping her "SHINO" Mop 12 oz.
worth... $1.00
Polish,
,
open.
eyes
Total.
.$2.50

This Baking Powder

W

London, England, June 13. The ball
and pageant in Albert hall tonight
commemorating the centenary of An
peace provided a briUl.
ant Bpectacle. Many of the notable
ptople of the London social world
were present together with a large
number of American and colonial visitors. Among the former American
women who took part in the Columbian procession were the duchess of
Marlborough, the countess of Newbor- ough, countess of Granada Countess
Craven; Cora, countess of Strafford,
Viscountess Mainstone, Lady Denies,
Lady Herbert, Lady Lowther, Lady
Barran, Lady Randolph Church 111,
Lady Listar-KayLady Hadfleld, Mrs.
John Astor, Mrs. Harold Baring, Mrs.
Oliver Brett, Mrs. Lewis Darcourt, the
Honorable Mrs. Bingham, the Honorable Mm Huegest' and Mrs. Henry
Coventry
There was a marvelous display of
historical costume and the music had
been, especially written or adapted for
he fete. AH of tre processions were
aranged with 'the idea of color har
mony and; no women were admitted
whose costumes did not pass scrutiny
as blending with the general scheme,
the effect was brilliant and dazzling.
During the procession In front of
Columbus illustrating the making of
America, special mus'c adapted from
melodies of the Elizabethean, the
Stuart and the Georgian periods were
The Virginia settlers wore
played.
Elizabethean costumes, which contrasted with theeouer dress of the
pilgrims. The Ddicto. of New York
state; followed in their quaint garb
and the Louisiana French appeared
with powdered hair and panniers the
solor scheme embracing the different
shades of heliotrope. The group rep
resentative of the signatories of the
treaty of Ghent appeared in sober,
small clothes of the Georgian period.
The English procession was more
modern but by the use or tne insignia,
rose and oak, proved distinctive. Scotland was represented by women wearing white dresses with sashes of the
tartan of the different clans; the men
'
'
:
wore the kilt
Th Irish section featured the harp
and the shamrock. Wales, displayed
two distinct costumes, trat of ancient
Wales and the costume of primitive
priestesses and druids with green
wreaths and bilded crowns of oak
leaves.
Canada was in white and gold, symbolic of corn and enow. Australia was
in red, white and blue with several
historic characters represented. New
Zealand appeared in the national maria
were the feature of the dress of the
costume while diamonds and gold
were the feature of the South African
group. Columbia and the United
States in the modern pageant had a
representative from each, state chosSn
by the duchess of Marlborough, Cora,
countess of Strafford and Mrs. Lewis

from through the United States, Canada and abroad placed critical eyes
on the steps of the half and half today and approved. '
The "Maxlxe,' "kiss waltz," "waltz
of the winds'"
"flirtation waltz,"
"twinkle waltz" and numerous others
are new dances considered., JSorae
other dlstlctly new steps were being
demonstrated today: The "flyn mercury," by Fen ton Bolt, Dayton, O.;
"IW11 o" the Wisp," by W. Sobey,
Hartford, Conn.; "The Golden West,"
by Mrs. F. W. Bouley, Spokane and
"The Chinese Tattao," by Professor
D. Q. McLennan,
Edinburgh, Scot
.
..
land.
,
The minuet and quadrille of another
day may come back. The aged dances
are being seriously considered, the
dance masters admitted today.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, JUNE 12, 1914.

note teams how the old game is play
ed, and Chillicobhe, another champ
of 1913, is up among the best folks
In the Ohio State league chase.
The fast work of the leading Nor
GOOD
folk team it making Virginia league
fans sit UP straight, while Petersburg,
last year's pennant winner, i strug
gling to keep out of the basement.
The Savannah team ' "ooka to be
pinned to cop the pennant in the
IN SPITE OF DIRE PREDICTIONS, South Atlantic league again this year.
The Georgia State league is staging
THE MONEY IS COMING IN
'"
a corking race wKh every team in
BRISKLY, TOO
the circuit having a chance.
' New York, June 6.
n
That Davenport haa some team
dope
Three-conveyed the information, that the shown by a glance at th
a
will
have
be
to
was
bound
season
Davenport
standing.
league
present
boomer for the minor league clubs to be sat a (Joke) pretty soon or the
financially. The principal reasons ad- old' Three-- I boy will look bent from
vanced for these pessimistic prognos being so
Grand Forks and YVinnipegg have
tications were the Mexican situation.
'
and the appearance of the Federal been cleaning up in the Northern
and
certain
Bay City
league, and Battle Creek
league. It was conBldered
that chatter on the war below the Rio look to be the two outfits the South- Grande would be more interesting to arn Michigan league teams will have
the bugs than baseball, but if any of, to beat in order to win the honors.
the minor league clubs managed to The champion Houston, team is holdsurvive the loss of business suffered ing its own dn the Texas league, with
er last season,
on this account they must eventually Beaumont, a tail-ensuccumb to the Federal league and showing considerable class. Texar
its poliay of grabbing the stars from ikana and Denison look to be the
the little fellows without the formality strongest contenders in the TexasOwensand
race,
Oklahoma league
of passing over any money.
seem
Henderson
and
dire
Paducah
these
predic
boro,
Notwithstanding
tions of disaster, there are now more to have a little something on the
mtmor league clubs doing business other teams in the Kitty league.
The champion Vancouver team is
than there were at this time last year.
that
rule
making the other Northwestern league
It the past it has been the
wob- teams step lively, while Ogden of the
"blow-u- p
all
for
4
was
day"
July
of
bly organizations in minor league Union association and Saskatoon
the
are
Canada
of
Western
may
league
the
the
Some
leagues
baseball
"blow" during the sane and saia fes- bright scholars in their respective cir
tivities this year, but at "he present cuits!.
Roth the California State and the
they are all doing business at the old
e
leagues are putting
stand and in the most of the circuits Western
run
races.
n
leht
Burlington is
ii
nir
a
the
fans
good
are
giving
they
away out in front In the Central as
for their money.
In taking a slant at the percentages sociation and still going strong. Every
league appears
of the different minor leagues quite ft team in the
number of surprises will greet the good enough to land the flag, with
eya Beginning with the big minors, the possible exception of York. The
or class AA organizations, it is seen Newark Cubans, last year's pennant
that the champion Newark team is up winners, are again proving to be hard
teams to
against it in the International league, birds for the Atlantic league
or
minor
new
cellar
leagues
former
the
a
IndianaDolis.
Of
while
bag.
ev
Colonial
league,
the
this
or
la
year,
bruising
ganized
beating
champion,
erything in the American association. Interstate league, Pennsylvania-Wes- t
The Pacific Coast league,' the third VIrlginia league and Oklahoma league,
member of the AA class, Is putting all of them are running along smooth
up a great race, with Venice and Us ly and expect to have a prosperous
season.
Angeles showing the way.
t1
In the class A league New Orleans,
n hopeless case last seasom, U setting
VACATION HINTS
'"i'.w pace in the Southern league, and
(Maurice Swltzer in Leslie's)
i the
Western league St. Joseph,
all means take your vacation.
By
oux City and Lincoln are giving the
more
The
you are niissed at the office
a
team
i Tee-tim- e
champion Denver
will be your welcome on
warmer
the
tr-,battle for the pennant.
If your absence goes
return.
your
Descuiding the line, Pat Flaherty's
will take some of the
it
unnoticed,
been
an
hadn't
that
outfit
Ijyiin (enm,
Inheard com In years, is found tying conceit out of you and perhaps
New England race. Troy is spire you to better effort
up
There are generally two kinds of
out in front in the New York State
men
who are opposed to vacations:
200
and
Dayton,
points
league struggle
ahead of the second team, is running one is the fellow who is afraid to go
wild in the Central league. In the away in the dread that the boss will
Canadian league Ottawa and London find out during his absence how little
look to have the edge, with the other he amounts to; the other Is the chap
teams all set and ready to jump for who wants to create the impression
ward should the leaders crack. In that he is a tireless worker.
the Carolina league the Charlotte The kind of a Job that you have to
Hornets are worrying the champion eternally sit on and watch isn't worth
Winston-Saleoutfit.
holding, or If it is, you're the wrong
The .pennant winning Oshkosh team party in it. When you don't feel at
the bottom pf your heart that you are
Cgain is showing the Wisconsin-Mi-- ,

LITTLE

LEAGUES

PLAYING

W
PIMPLES

ENDURE

for the occasion, the rates beginning
July 1, and continuing In effect for

'

BALL

Pre-seaso-
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CUTICURA

30

EDUCATIONAL"
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Soap and Ointment
Do so much for pimples,"
blackheads, red, rough
hands, and dry, thin and
falling hair, and cost so
little that it is almost
criminal not to use them.
Cutlcur Soap anil Ointment old throughout th
LlbOKtl sample of each mailed tree, with
world.
SJ-book. Address "Cutlcura." Dept. B, Boston.
who shave and abampoo with Cuttoura
Soap will and It best lor akin and aoals.

producing that you're making good
every hour in the 24 then you can
beer-sea- l
you-ar- e
lay ten dollars to a tin
conscifool
can't
your
not; you
ence. Don't waste time watching a
job that's too big ior you; go out and
land one that fits yowr capacity and
you'll be happier in the end.
Play an open game, especially with
inyourself. Stand on your merits;
to
you,
sist on getting what's coming
but don't overlook giving the 'other
fellow his due.
Never be afraid that somebody will
find out how to do a certain thing as
well as you can. If you know only
one thing you're In a bad way, and as
a rule the fellow who is afraid some
one will find out what he knows, never knows anything worth finding out.
Take a few days off and don't bother
about the lad who may put something
over while you're gone; if a breath
ian dethrone vou. the empire isn't
worth ruling.
Don't waste time trying to discover
what's in the mind of some one else;
it's the job of a life time sizing up
yourself.
I'm always suspicious of the man
It Isn't
who won't take a vacation.
to
stick
man
a
of
norms!
nature
the
to any eternal grind when he gets an
opportunity for a bit of honest relaxa
tion. Mostly that sort of a play is
made to the grand stand.
The man who doesn't care for fresh
air, the sea, the rolnng hills, green
valleys and streams or the perfume
of summer woods, who can find no
inspiration in the broad amphitehea-te- r
of nature, has a kink in his mental make-up- .
If you don't know how to loaf you
ran't know how to labor. There is
no rest like that which is earned after
and theer Is no work
work well-don- e
that which Is enjoyed
than
done
better
after a little idleness.
FOURTH AT SAN DIEGO
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Takes the Short Cut
From Roaster to Pantry
To be at its best your coffee must be fresh roasted

and ground. Lost time from the roaster to your table
means lost flavor.
is roasted in small quantities
Coffee
Solitaire
Moreys
every day. The great demand for it prevents it from
lingering on your grocer's shelves and losing its rare
tin further protects its goodness.
ht
flavor. The

':4

fit;

i Li

air-tig-

"The Best the Grocer Can Deliver"
art a few of the many members of the Solliairt family: Tea.
Mas. Havering txtiacts. Catsup. Ruistns. Peanut Batter, Pice.
Sea Foods, drape Juice. Olives. Oi've (M, Preserves. Maple
Syrup, etc., and all varieties of tanned fruits and vegetables.
Here

TIIE MOREY MERCANTILE

Denver

CO.

y.

I

The Order of

San Diego, June
Panama, an organization of businessmen of San Diego, banded together
for the purpose of doing things tor
the advancement of the southern ex
position city, has undertaken to give
a great historical and patriotic celebration in San Diego this year, and
decision has been made to hold It for
three days and night, winding up on
the Fourth of July with an
Fourth-of-Jul- y
parade, and all
that sort of thing, and a carnival at
night, with fireworks, and a whole
lot of noise.
On July 2 two wonderful pageants.
depicting the early history of our
country, will be seen and on the
night of this day a realistic reproduc
tion of the Boston Tea party will be
given on San Diego bay.
Two pageants will be given on July
3, and at night on the bay the naval
battle between the Pon Homme Richard, and the Cerapis will be shown.
Nothing that will go towards making up a complete
Fourth of July has been left out of
the program for the third day of the
celebration, even to the spread-eagl- e
speech, and the Rube band. At night
there will be fireworks, both on land
and water, a big carnival, and open
house for all visitors. San Diego has
determined to do it right, and the
members of the Order of Panama are
going at it with enthusias mand ener
12.

SHOWN

SLIDES

Santa Fe, June 12. Another group
of superb lantern slides for the San
Diego exposition was exhibited last
night by Colonel Ralph E. Twirehell,
Old
in-- the assembly room of the
Palace. Two score interior views of
the palace with the magnificent mural
paintings, scientifically installed
and other attractions were
shown. The photographs from which
they were taken are masterpieces by
Jesse Nusbaum of the staff of the
School of American Archaeology: The
slides bring out the colors beautifully
and they are certain to attract atten
tion. Slides were also shown of the
archaeological sections of the state,
cave and cliff dwellings, puebloe and
nogans, kivas and pame traps, all es
pecially attractive to the tourist visit

d

Tri-Stat-

J5he

days.

or.

Today 80 photographs of the Tucumcart educational exhibit and parade
were sent away to Ferve as copy for
colored slides as were also a number
of fine pictures brought up by R. R.
Pratt, superintendent of the state
asylum for the bllml at Alamogordo.
Colonel Twitchell also showed lum
bering scenes and of the great boom
that went down tie Rio Grande this
week. In this connection ' the three
great moving picture films talien of
the lumbering operations of the Santa
Barbara Pole and Tie company have
been Isuccessfully developed. The
films are full of thrills. One scene
60
shows a lumber jack dropping
feet from a cliff Into the seething
water and tumbling togs It shows the
logs shooting over each other and the
waves splashing man high as the
lumber jacks ride down the stream
In this grinding, tumbling mass.
After consultation with P. E. Davis
of the San Diego exposition, State
Engineer French, Land Commission
er Ervien and other officials, the New
Mexico exposition board decided to
stick to its original resolution to
make maps of each of the 26 coun
ties, six (by six feet Instead of placing
a huge map o ft;i entire state on
the walls of the auditorium. It will
cost something lik9 $1,500 to get out
the county maps but fhey will be the
msot complete ever attempted. The
state engineer and land commission
er will help in preparing these maps
-

'

CAMPAIGN
DIRT

AGAINST

OPTIC

"

"'""II

Dr. C. C. Gordon, head of the city
health department, this morning an
nounced that the clean-ucampaign
that has been started in the city is
already showing good results. The
work is being done on a steady basis
and shows better results.
The individual s worK of the citi
zens is good and only in a few in
stances have citizens refused to clean
up their property; The penalty for
this kind of delinquents is severe, and
in several cases The city has done
the work and collected from the own
er.
This campaign will prove to be a
big factor In the battle against the
fly. The actual result is not generally noticeable for the reason that
one pile of rubbish in a block ia
enough to spread flies over the en
tire block. However many people
believes that the flies are not a numerous this summer as last, and this
is undoubtedly due to maintaining a
fixed rule for sanitary back yards and
other property.
Manure piles seem to be the most
disturbing nuisance and the best
breeding place for flies. The city
health department finds this one of
its most serious problems, and in order to successfully eliminate this nuisance It Is necessary that every own
er of live stock
with the
city in every way toward the keeping
of barn yards thoroughly clean.
p
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CAFE

ANO

GOODS OBTAINABLE

ALWAYS HAND LIB

CHAPMAN

"

1
RATES

CLASSIFIED
TI8EMENTS

ADVER- -

TOR

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
102 Meets every
A. M. Regular comMonday nlgkt
R. C. ball, on Douglas arenas
munication first and
UUrd Thursday
in 8 o'clock.
Visiting members ara
each month. Visiting dia'.ly welcome. J. C. Werti, FrB-dent-;
b.others cordially in
J. T. Buhler, Secretary;
L ft
vited. Uuy M. Cary, W. It., H. 8. Van Bally, Treasurer.

A

Petten. Secretary,
Meets first and third Tmaeevenings each month at Weot
men hall. Visiting brothers cordis
ly invited to attend. C. N. Douglaa
W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, Secretary

F. O. E.

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. t,
Flvs cents par line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
twm-dailar conclave
No ad to occupy lets tpaco than two
in each msatk at Ma-All advertisements
lines
charged
sonio Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at apaca actually aat
S3.
M.

ffl

Reg-JM4j- k
y

-

d&y

,

C; Chas. Tamme, Re

Smith,
without regard to number of word. corder.
Caah In advlnca preferred.

LOCAL TIME CARD

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
vocation first Monday In

East Bound
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Desart
7:20 p. m.... 7:45 a. 1
Temple at 7:30 . m. p, No. I.
A. Briaegar, H. P.; T. O. No. 4. ...11:54 p., m... ..11:51 p.
No. 8.
2:25 a. m..... 2:31 a, Sk
alood, Secretary.
No. II.
1:35 p. m
2:0 9. a,
O. O. F. LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO.
West Bound
OPTIC'S NUMBER. MAIM
4. Meets every Monday
Arrive
Deart
evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting No. 1... 1:10 p. m
1:3S
t
brethren cordially Invited to attend No. I... 6:35 a. m
6:41 a. m
J. Friedenstine. N. G .: A. T. nwrn No. 7..
4:20 p. m..,.. 4:3$ a. lb
7:06 9. at
FOR SALE Handsome book case and V. G.; T. M. Elwood. Secretary; Karl No. I.... 6:35 p. m
other furniture. Mrs. W. H. See- - wertz, Treasurer;
V. Hedecoct
Cemetery Trustee.
wald, 814 Fifth street.
.
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for Sale

a

FOR SALE At a bargain , four room B. P. O. ELKS Manta aervvnA an
fourth Tuesday evening of each
house with sun room, well, city wa
ter, two lots, 1203 Eleventh, street month Elks" home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Address Box 244 E. Las Vegas.
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. SpringFOR SALE Small ranch near Hot er, Exalted Ruler: D. W. Condon.
Springs. For information see Frank Secretary.
LeDuc, plaza west of Vegas Thea

J. E. ROSENWALO LODGE NO. 641
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues

B. LEWIS

Office Crockett Building
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. mv 1 to 5 p. m,
Residence Phone Main 334
'

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentltt
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block.
Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
MONUMENT

S

CO

Albuquerque,. N, M.
,
215 E. Central
23 Tears Practical Experience.
E. A. JONES
W. f. BOWERS.
HUNKER & HUNKER
George A. Hunaer. Chester A. Hufcet
Attorneye-at-La-

East Las Teeas. New

Mexico

Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, 'as they cannot
reach the diseased portion- of the ear.
one way to cure deafThere is
ness, and that is by constitutional

remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is Inflamed yon have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and the tube
restored to its normal condition, hear
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh,
wbich is nothing but an inflamed con
dition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for curcu-lars- ,
free.
CONTRACTORS
NOTICE
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Bids for completing a school house.
Sold by Druggists, 75e.
in district No. 49, Las .Vegas Hot
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
Springs, will be received by the under-signe- d pation. Adv.
directors, until the 20th of June
at 6 p. m. The bids may be put in in
CORA3
part or for the whole work, as follows:
For erecting the walls and plaster
ing inside.
Construction of one chimney, (brick)
Putting in a hating plant.
AH tin work.
All painting.
All Information can be obtained from
county school superintendent.
,
TCRIBIO MARTINEZ, Chairman,
LORENZO LEAL, Secretary.
gy.
All of the railroads and steamship M. F. DE3 MARAIS, Supt
Box 547.
a
companies are giving reduced rates
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MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen of the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays of
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W

V

SILVER

Montague, Local Deputy. Tisitlni
members are especially welcocte and
cordially invited.
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
curth Thursday in O. R. C. hall,

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. 8.
--

-

BefcrEMPRESS
IfLOUR rcalb is. I

U

I
IIS.

day of the month in the vestry roomi
uf Temple Monteflore at I o'clock
m. Visiting brctherg are cordially in
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
Greenclay, Secretary.
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m
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, B tor era, aid Distributors ef Kataral lee, ta Fnrltl
Lastlae Qualities et Whleh Have Made Lea Vesaa rasas- -.
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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(STERLING) FINISH

can be
.
. .
tained m thu city Irore

2,000 Iba., or Mora, Each Dal vary , .a;
1,000 Iba., to 2,000 lbs. Each Dellvsry
200 lb
to 1,000 lbs. Each Dellvary
50 Iba. to 20t lbs- Each Delivery
Lsaa than 6t lbs. Each Dellvsry

.

in

-i-

first and third Tuesdays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and

LOST On Columbia or Sixth, a med
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Freeical license. Return to Dr. W. E
man, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Kaser.
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER '
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Profesional Health Culture for Ladles Sixth
street, East Las Vegas, K M.
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manl-- .
L. O. o. MOOSE Meets second and
cure, Chiropody.
fourth
Thursday
evening each
Steam Laundry Building
at W. 0. W. hall Vlsltlm
month
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m. brothers cordially Invited. Howard 1
Davis, Dictator; p. Ay Linn Secretary
Las Vegas.
New Mti

JONES-BOWER-

This elegant Rogers'
ax. Silver
Spoon

a

Lost

DR. ADELAIDE

For YOU!

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-ITY- ,
COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets in
O. Rl
hall, Douglas avenue, on the

ter.

Osteopathic Physician
MUCH PLEASED WITH COOPERATION OF PEOPLE

RESTAURANT

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THI BEST
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SUCCESSFUL

CHIEF OF HEALTH DEPARTMENT
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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of age. The training embrace cookfff
MORE MORALITY FOK
ing, sewing, nursing, first-aid- ,
of Lung Trouble
nature study, cleanness of
Dcn't Ca reeled
the lndtcntiont of thretD4
Anion
life, social service. And because we
Cet
PUBLIC
SCHOOLS
Yfcat Ycu Ask Fcr
THE
continued
cough.
re
I.un
Trouble
do not believe in. taking a girl out of
A change of
I tevr and night
When yon ask your dealer for Duffy's
uu, i nm,
male onea Dtipa.
her home when she shrould be helpPure Malt Whiskey, don't let him give you
cough
thin more la needed to t..p the of
disnd wrtn nd arrest the progretw
TAX PAYMENTS LARGE
any other. Unscrupulous merchants some- S. RODEY WRITES STATE SU
ing her mother, we especially emEekman'a Alterative, after many
ease.
times take advantage of the nation-wid- e
beneSanta Fe, June 12. To date $92,- yenrs of use, Is known to tw Port
pop- the
home
work,
phasize
EDUCA.
OF
PERINTENDENT
and'give
girls
ficial In bringing about relief, In many
SCS.82 have been paid by ten counties caxea
credits who learn to cook and
extra
ltproatigate
recover!
TION ON MATTER
Bchell City. Mo.
cane- :out of 2 into the state treasury for tbiaGentlemen:
sew and do the other home duties
Wti'&cy
I had a terrible cough,
In my lunga.
Colfax county leads nlgbt aweuta and pleurisy
May eollectionsi,
"'"''-""- "
iu tiiDsuiuicboi ine genu- - Iw
required.
Santa Fe, June 12. B. P. RoJey
A inan who heard me coughing advised
tne Duffy's to make larger profita Many even
no
RECEIVES DIPLOMA IN NAVIGA with a remittance of $20,698.07, San me to take your Alterative. I paid
go
"Camping, hikes, and other forms wants public moral y taught in the
If;
83 10 offer you in bulk chcaP concoction
to him then. I got so bad
attention
uMo
is
second
$11,795.39,
with
TION AND IS QUALIFIED TO
Miguel
o to Wyoming.
of outing are part of the training, or public schools. He has written Stale
claim are "just as good as Duffy's.
wnicn
the doctor aaid I should
tiiey
and when 1 got there, I ateedily
RUN OCEAN STEAMERS
Klnley third $11,631.96, Quay foudth I did, worse.
of the organization, and Superintendent Ahn N. White to
pleasure
Then I remembered what
Duffy's !s Never Sold Li Bulk
frew
told me about your medicine.
fifth'
been
$10,083.76
in only by girls who that effect,
$10,394.41, Curry
be
may
Indulged
whatwhh the lurkin
no
faith
l.'i.lwfi
perhaps,
with
I
it,
taking
began
Is
It
always put up in sealed bottle
Roosevelt sixth $,7201.75, Mora sev ever, but before I had taken three nave earned tne ngnt to such
Shun all ImCopenhagen, Denmark, June 12.
treats, suspicion still in bis mind, that it was
itations and inmston the genuine. There are
I could eat anything. Fever and
One after another the callings hither enth $7,022.39, Rio Arriba eighth $6, bottles,
or who will ptedse to earn such public immorality or me kind that he
s
stopped and for over a year
distinguishing points on the genuine Duffy bot- well and In better health
I
to followed exclusively by men are be 391.81, Sierra ninth $4,910.83 and Taos I Tiave1 been waa."
J
uc, wuu wiim-- u you snouia iamilianze yourself. See
righu during the year to come. The denounces, that beat him out of
.
ever
than
,
BOMAB.
W.
that
the seal over the cork is unbroken that our
F.
(Affidavit).
scouU have oath, salute, and laws, congressional nomination some years
ing invaded by women, not only in tenth with $2,738.45.
name and monogram are blown in the bottle, and
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
English-speakinwhich
been
con
hy
proven
countries,
Eekman'a Alterative has
Just, as the Boy Scouts have, and ago at a moment wnen he felt sure
f th "DM
uiai uic lauci Dear OUT trade-marefficacious
many years' teBt to be moat Affections,
aider themselves the leaders In femin
Chemist" and the eienature of the Comnanv
d Lung
tor severe Throat
too, if desired, and they can he had it cinched. Hut this is what
uniforms,
Stubborn
Asthma.
Bronchial
WILL
Bronchitis
SCOOTS
over
GIRL
"
ine progress, but all
the world.
Gel Bnffv'
anrl
W.H n
attain justas bigi standing in the Mr. Rodey writes:
the
Colds and in upbuilding
ni,u
no narcotics, poisons or
The latest invasion of feminine talbold Dy most drumists. crocera
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booklet
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telling
more
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"For
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Ask
many
years
drugs.
ana
Eckman
aeaiers in sealed bottles only,
ent is into territory for which woman
and write to
recoveries,
Hons are given for work well done, or less a hobby of mine to secure the
ORGANIZE TONIGHT of
eviil.OQ. Valuable medical book
Laboratory, Philadelphia. Pa., for
would apear to be least fitted the
dence. For sale by all leading druggists ad the different badges mean that a passage of a law. that would enforce
let and doctors advice free.
and E. G. Murphey and Red Crosi girl has proved herself worth while."
bridge of a transatlantic ehip. time.
Tin Dnffv Malt Whlili-vT- n
the teaching of political morality in
Rochester. N. V.
Captain de Bauditz of Copenhagen is CHIEF SCOUT,
MISS
LISETQH- Drug company.
our public schools, the same as the
about to navigate a vessel to America.
MOVEMENT
WHITE SLAVE REVELATIONS
LANEk TO START
i
teaching of the effect of alcohol and
Instead of the stentorian tones of a
rewspaper office, for I was at that
AT Y. M. C. A.
19
now
mate
harcoUc8
fcompulsory.
12.
Santa Fe. June
Ralher startling
bluff old sea dog, the clear eoprano of
time one of the department editors
waa the story of Hazel Olark
io 11 aever managed to get to attend- Mme. de Bauditz will give rders from
on
Moines
Des
Lisetor-Lanjnowb.
the
Adella
uany
the
Clara
Miss
lnK
the rafttter- - After reading the Santa
the bridge and maintain discipline in original organizer of the Girl Scouts
Fe reservoir at present Is flow'For several months all the In years, one of the two proaeoutin wit,
The democratic state convention la
"
our flrst
0f the lawS
cbapter
Mona
nesseg
Bell held for the
against
the fo'castla.
ing about 15 second feet, but has been Tennessee went on record as opposed
of America happens to be spending fractions for work had to be typealcohol above referred up to almost 40
federal grand Jury on a white slavery semt'y as
The skipper, though new to the a few
second feet Last to the repeal ot any of tbe prohibition
days in tag Vegas and has vritten, and mailed to the different charge. The
to 11 nas occurred to me, that even
etui
refuses
to
girl
tell
year its flow was 5,000 acre feet, suf laws.
dignity of captain's braid, is an old told Secretary taNoir of the Y. M. people seeking to organize
troops
who her parents are at Denver at wltuout a mandatory statute, youi as ficient to
salt. The wife of a Bhip's surgeon, C. A. she is
supply a city five time the
Not much has been heard lately of
willing to spend a week e!.where. From this fact it is easy though 6he insists that
eould size of Santa
Mme. de Bauditz traveled many years
they are well superintendent of education
Fe, and this year the the candidacy of Charles W.
at "anip Montezuma in order to or- tu deduct results, viz: the work spread to do and 6f
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circularize
the
whole
force
teaching
good social standing,
with her husband, during which time
-floy will probably reach 5,000 to 10,000 brother of the secretary of state, for
ganize a local troop of the Girl l'Ue wild fire. The national council, The girt has been married and
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acre
P
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the gubernatorial nomination la NeWhether her kind offer will orgnnlzed for the general control and six weeks
"I 18 my belief that school children
ago, she declares, led an
A new gauge has been installed In braska. '
by little she learned all there was to be taken
started
,
will depend upon the corduct of the work, waa
up
exemplary life until she fell into the from tbe kindergarten up should be the SJigarite in Colfax county, in place
know about a ship. Then she entered
of the Las Vegas girls in shortly after the organizing of the clutches
Mrs.
R.
wife
response
ot
Joseph
Knowland,
of white slavers. With her taught that stuffing the ballot box in of the one taken out by the flood. No
the Merchant Marine Academy in, Co
Congressman Knowland of California,
signing up for the first two weeks at first troop. It may be said, in pass- companion Clara Joyce she waa held I a republic is regicide. That to in any
penhagen and in due course obtained
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another
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the Canadian.
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of America are on
Tonight at the Y. M. C. A. Miss sentative people
federal court when wanted, that bein her vote by any fraud or any trick The flow of the San Juan at Farming- - will stump the state with her huster's certificate.
officers also
Lisetor-Lan- e
will speak on the work this council. The national
the sum under which Mona Bell is meaner and more contemptible than ton was so heavy that only the sur band.
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addition
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be
and
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Some Jurisdictions face velocity could be gauged and the
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Ve- scout, held by myself, national presithe
third congressional district of AlaLas
a
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the
for
organizing
contain grown men who will boast of Animas at Durango flooded tbe low
test herf lttness in navigation. Last
bama on June 29 to choose a successof this very helpful or- dent, Dr. David Starr Jordon; nation- Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism their
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lands.
such
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husband
year
perform
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accompanying her
or to Representative Henry D. Clay-to- m
e
is at al vice presidents, Dr. Wlnfield Scott
on a trip through the Baltic the ship's ganization. Miss Lisetor-Lanand expect their partisans to approve
Remember
how
Mrs.
Alice
James
and
active
Miss
spry
who resigned recently to accept
Bond,
you
scout of the Girl Scouts Hall,
when the same party
Only One Entirely Satisfactory.
captain was taken seriously ill. present chief
had rheumatism, the sentiment
S. Bolton, Mrs. S. Baylor Keenan; were before you
a
on the federal bencb.
position
the
and
wrote
manual
the
of
original
would indignantly knock any one down
"I have tried variotrs colic and diar
Promptly Mme. de Bauditz assumed
la the general belief among MinIt
national treasurer, Mrs. S. P. Prouty; bockache, swollen, aching joints and
as
an
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Scouts,
organization.
that would accuse him of mere lar rhoea remedies, but the only one that
command and brought the vessel safe
Ben- - stiff, painful muscles? Want to feel
nesota politicians that Governor Eber.
organization, was Rtarted by Miss acting secretary, Miss Edith A.
It seems io me that children has given me emtire satisfaction and
ceny.
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that
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Albert
Mrs.
again?
just
hart, in the event of his
Uselor-Lane
nett;
president,
while
Des
honorary
in
Moines,
in schools could be taught to bavo cured me when I was afflicted is
That decided her .career. She, ap-to the governorship this fall, will be
B. Cummins; chairman national ad Foley Kidney Pills. For they quickly
a
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serious
from
she
recovering
an abhorrence of political crimes of Chamberlain's
Plied for and has obtained command
Cholera and
Colic,
a candidate for the United States senSenator Albert B. Cum- clear the blood of the poisons that
all kinds and that it would make much Diarrhoea Remedy. I recommend It
of a Danish transatlantic merchant illness. Yesterday she had the fol- vlsory board,
cause
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torment
your
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pain,
min.
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story
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vessel and is about to face the ocean
O. Q. Schaefer and better citizens of them lafer in life. to my friend at all times," writes S. chosen to Senator Mosea E.
rheumatism.
ing
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Clapp.
"From the small beginning
'
ginning of the movement:
1 know that we now
"
storms,
Galloway, Stewart, S. C. For eale
teach patriotRed Cross Drug Store. dAv.
Solicitor Hugh M. Dorsey of Atlan' Thus
"The first troop waa named Asbury work has grown until now more than
Scandinavia has taken the
ism in plenty of schools and have the by all deal em Adv.
ta, who prosecuted Leo M. Frank, th
lead again, as she has in other femin- Troop, the selecting of a name begin- 60,000 girls in America are taking our
children wave flags and walk in proyoung
factory superintendent convict'
In
or
alSetnator John Walter Smith of Mary- cessions on Fourth or
part,
training either entirely
ist - movements. In Norway woman ning with the initial letter of the
Julys, etc., but
ed of the murder of Mary Phagan, may
a
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term
interest
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Increasing
land,
expires
troop being
I refer to actual daily or weekly
may enter all the professions and, in phabet
decide to become a candidate) for tho
We started with greater rate right now than ever be- will have as his principal opponent
addition, has the parliamentary vote. ly a coincidence
teaching of the Bacredness of the bal-democratic nomination, for governorPOLITICS
AND
POLITICIANS
conwas
for
since
the
renomination Isaac Lobe Straus, lot, the elective
organization
Sweden, Denmark and Iceland, like 22 girls. The work, as outlined at fore
franchise, and the
of Georgia in the primaries Una
ship
attorney-generwas
this
the
ceived.
former
The
fact
that
out
wss
of
tried
that
with
Maryland. right of every citiaen to have his or
time,
Great Britain, long ago granted her
carefully
summer.
the municipal franchise. But none of this troop, and results noted. The first organization of the kind for girls
her vote cast and counted. In other
State wide primaries will be held
Henry L. Jost, mayor of Kane: s
Louisiana progressives plan to put worsd I want
those countries has until now produc- manual v. as written miring this time, In the western hemisphere, and the
childrwu
to grow up in Minnesota on June 16.
and a possible candidate for ti
City
added fact that it has lived and grown a state ticket in the field. A state with the same horror of
ed an Atlantic sea captain intrusted and the, entire correspondence
such mean
In Missouri governorship of Missouri, was onr
The
prohibition
party
ot
of
convention
the
party has been political crime as most
with the. organization was con- to its present state is a good proof
with a valuable ship of commerce.
people now will hold its state convention In an inmate of an orphan asylum in
called to meet in. New Orleans on have
Captain de Bauditz is ft very pretty ducted ty the writer in the eevnlngs the work.
called cowards or Springfield on July g.
against
New York City and in infancy
being
"Girls are taken from 11 to 18 years June 18.
woman, with the golden hair and light following a day of fhard work at the
,
liars.
Colonel Roosevelt ts to open the taken to Missouri with a carload vt
If this letter shall Induce you to progressive campaign in Conneqtietit waifs who were sent to the west to
look into the matter, and you find that with an address in Hartford on July find new homes.
Dr. V. Godfrey Hunter of Lexingyou can do sometntng along these 23.
The, death of Senator Bradley has ton, Ky., former congressman
and
lines, as I believe you can then In
deed I will he gratified and I know served to Increase the number of en- United States minister to Guatemala
tries in the senatorial race in Ken and Honduras from 1897 to 1902, has
you will he yourself. '
announced his candidacy for the nomtucky.
In reply the department writes:
Judge John C. Karel of Milwaukee ination for a United States senator on
'At the first session of our state
legislature a bill was introduced mak again aspires to be the democratic the republican ticket to succeed the
ing civics and history of New Mexico candidate for governor of Wisconsin. late Senator W. O. Bradley.
a necessary reguirement for the certification of teachers and making it
a compulsory subject to be taught in
practically all tbe grades of the
schools of the state. The bill was
amended so as to exempt third grade
teachers from the requirement for
preparation in the subject named. At
present, therefore, we have a law requiring all the teachers seeking sep-on-g
grade or higher licenses to pass
satisfactory examination in history
and civics of New Mexico and making the subject compulsory as requirement in the school course.
The operation of the law has been
somewhat handicapped by lack of suit
able text books but tuch a text book
'NATIONAL HERO SEMES" NO. 3
is now in preparation and will be issued during the course of the summer. You will see, therefore, that an
Important step has eeen taken m the
direction which you name. It Is hopin trie history of mankind has there lived a more ardent lover of Personal and National
ed
that the text book selected will lay
He fought with intrepid valor under our own Washington for American Liberty.
3
special stress upon political morals
his life to regain the ancient freedom of his beloved Poland. Kosciusko hated
and that together with a knowledge
of the operation of national,' state
every son
any legislative attempt which invaded the Natural Rights of Man. If he were alive to-daand local government there will, also,
of Poland knows that he would revolt at any LAW which declared 'Thou shalt NOT eat this
be inculcated in the children of the
give you
thou shalt NOT drink that! Kosciusko knew that the light wines of his native land and the bar
schools high Ideals with reference to
office holders."
ley brews of Germany were good for mankind when used in moderation. He drank them him

DANISH WOMAN IS

blue eyes of her race a true daughter of the Viking lords of the sea
some of whom, it is cow generally believed the shorea of
long
Columbus did.
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Greatest of the Poles

Kosciusko-T- he

NEVER

ELECTRIC

self to the end of his honored days, and who will DARE say that they in any way injured this
have honestly brewed honest beers. Their
mighty personality. For 57 years Anheuser-Busc- h
great brand BUDWEISER is sold throughout the world and has helped the cause of true
Temperance. Seven thousand, five hundred men are daily required to keep pace with the natural
demand of Americans for BUDWEISER. Its sales exceed any other beer by millions of bottles.
Bottled only at the home plant.

'ST. LOUIS, U.S. A.

ANHEUSER-BUSC-

B. F. McGuire
East Las Vegas, N.

Distributor
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Means Moderation

Real Fireless Cookery

FLOW

OF RIVERS

MEASURED

Santa Fe, June 12. Bydrographic
Engineer Glenn A. Gray received significant figures of the latest stream
measurements to northeastern New
Mexico.
The Animas at Aztec was
flowing 5.100 second feet on June 8,
at Farmtagton 6,940 feet, the San
Arbole
flowed 4,440 second
Juan
feet on May 30, the Piedra 2,420 feet
at Adboles, the Chama 636 feet at
Ohama, &750 feet at Parkview, and
2,410 feet at El Vado.
The Brazos,
near Brazos had a flow of 1,620 feet
the Little Brazos or Chaves creek
218 feet, the Nutritas at Tierra Amar-iU90t6 feet the Nutrias at Cebolla,
72 feet. The CanJUon at Canjilon. 76
and the Navajo at Edith 595 second
feet The Santa Fe just above the

Electric stoves furnish genuine fireless cooking
because first and last there isn't any fire at all. Get
that? No fire at all. No fire to start. No fire to put
out. No fire with all the fire danger the burning up
6f the fresh air. No coal to lug up. No ashes to take
out and cart away. Not even a smell of gas.
You can fry eggs and broil bacon or chops right
table! That saves a good many
on the dining-roothe
in
dark, early mornings, when you
Steps, especially
are in a hurry- - or in the evenings when you are tired.
And you have all the quick handmess of a cold lunch,
too, only it's hot and satisfying,
m
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Brtd St
SPECIAL

Special Sale on

.

"Ashes of the Past"
Reliance two-ree- l
Feature
"

1

"Getting Rid of Algy"
Thanhouser one-ree- l

BEST GRADE GRANITE VARE

KILBANE TO FIGHT
Johnny Kilbane, the featherweight
champion, will have a real match on
bis hands July 4, at Akron, O., when
he stacks up against Johnny Grifaths.
the lightweight of that city. Kilbane
has been threatening for some time
to break Into the lightweight ranks
although Johnny Dundee the New
York boy, and also Patsy Kline, the
Jersey lad, have been endeavoring to
get on a match with the champion
at 122 to 126 pounds. There have
been many managers who claimed
Johnny was picking soft marks smon
the featherweights, but It U very evi
dent that he is not afraid of anyone In
his class and Is proving It by going
Into the lightweight division and
meeting a high class boy like Crtf
fiths.
The latter baa demonstrated
on several occasions lately that be hat
the class and if Johnny Kilbane can
defeat blm he will b entitled to ei
tra crelit It should be an Interesting
contest for both boys are extremely
clever.

CANTELOUPES

!

TONIGHT

"ROYAL BRAND"

FINE LOT
Selling at
10gt 15 cents
A

STRING BEANS

Large Preserving lieitlee 45c
Medium Preserving Kettles 35c

LOCAL NEWS
Light automobile
o'clock this evening.

Worth more than double (his price
SEE THEM IN OUR WINDOW

ORDDCR

12,

Mil t H"HfH"H"Hit PS
MUTUAL THEATER I
!'

WOnDAY

SATURDAY

JUNE

2

lamps at 7:43

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
tine Opera Bar. Adv.

AL KINDS OF

ye at

Finch's Golden Welding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the
distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

BY PHONE OR BUY THEM IN OUR STORE

STiMJS' JM!

Pounds

for 25 cents

J. II.

BERRIES

YORK

GRAND
Chicago,

Experienced motorists wUl tell you that G & J
"Nobby Tread" Tires afford you real protection
gainst skidding, and that they are the tires you
caadrpend on.

the Baptist Su

adjustment U on a basis of
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Baptist Ladies
HOlfl?

V

gaked Fbo$ Sate,
Bread, Cakes, Pies

I

V

etc.

V

Jersey Ice Cream
SATURDAY

5,000 Miles

.

.

n

"Nobby Tread" Tires

IfA . now fcrJri nnI tl "
itjuiai warranty
;1mfect workmanship and material
BUT any

JURY INVESTIGATION
June 12. The federal
day school for the coming Sunday, is
GROCER & BAKER
tne illustrated lesson. All boys .and
grand Jury today began an Investiga
tion Into the alleged combination of
gns not attending elsewhere are in
commission merchants throughout the
vited.
country to control prices of fruits and
Don't bake any more man you have Allegheny- coneenial indnstrl al li n Inn vegetables. Criminal prosecution It
w
,
uuiuu
to this hot weather. Get
your baking called out the;i,Suu men in the plant sought by District Attorney Wlller- son.
at the Baptist ladies home baked food of the Union Switch
and Signal com- sale at the Page Sample Furniture
Witnesses Included Chicago commis
pany at Switchville.
sion merchants and testimony is said
store, 607 Sixth street, tomorrow.
There will be a choice; linei of trash
to have concerned tne operations of
the western cantaloupe
bread, cakes, pies, and home-mad- e
ice
exchange
cream. Also a line of dust.la&s riimt
through the two boards of control,
one here and one m Brawler, Calif.
cloths will be pn sale, Adv.
Saturday's Market
It is said the attorney general haf
Mayor Eugenio Romero of the West
directed grand jury Investigations In
side, this morning announced
New Tork. Pittsburgh, Kansas City,
that
Fresh vegetables of all kind
work hag been started under the su
and Denver, as well as Chicago.
pervision of the town for the grading leading place 1Q the market this week
of west Prince street from the new and with the addition in quantity the
Denver Does not Heap
bridge to South Pacific street. The prices are reducing to what might be
Denver, June 12. Harry E, Kelly
street is to be put in the best possi termed normaL New additions to this United States district attorney, stat
ble shape and will be a big benefit line of eatables are in the form of ed today he had received no intima
string, wax and green beans at, ik lion rrom the
to travelers over this road.
attorney general of
cents a pound and Swiss chard
jai 10 any proposed grand jury Investigation
cents
a pound. Lettuce, green
Yesterday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
onions, of alleged combination of commission
at the home of Reyerend B. C. Ander radishes, beets, turnips and carrnts merchants in Denver.
son occurred the marriage of Miss are selling at 5 cents a bunch or three
Julia Maxwell of St. Joseph, Mo., to ror io cents. Cucumbers are becommg
CONFERENCE
OF LEADERS
John B. Harris of this cityt., Mr. and .iieaper ana may bo purcnased at R
June 32. Admlnlstra
Washington,
10
cents each. Fresh tomatops atmm
Mrs. Harris will reside here. Mrs. and
senators sought conferences at
Harris arrived in Las Vegas Wednes continue high at 20 cents & pound, and the White House
today to lay the lines
day evening. Mr. Harris is a linotype of poor quality. Green Dea am ,mr. for the next legislative battle, the
chasable
at
10
ceritg a pound. Aspara enactment
operator for The Optic, and is well
of President Wilson's trust
gus Is cheap at 5 cents a bunfh a.
known and popular here.
six for 25 cents in good tender miaiitv program.
With the Panama tolls rental out
Automobile stage line to Mora will New potatoes remain practically the of the way, after weeks
of long do
be put in service, commencing Tues- - same as at last time quoted.
nate, the administration forces will
Peaches
made
thetrfirstarMwn
June 9,
Tuesday, Thursday
bend their energies toward passage of
tins week. The only kind to be ob
e
and Saturday, leaving Las Vegas
the trust bills, already
approved In
talned
and the clings and they are sell
8 a, m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m.
the house and now awaiting action la
cent
6
a
ia
Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
pound. The tre the senate
Judiciary and Interstate
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5; stone variety wiif be on the market commerce
committee.
two
witmn
weeks.
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
Canteioupes remain
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop. practically thai same, selline- at 10 nH
BANKERS INDICTED
417 Railroad avenue, Phone Main 397. 15 cents each but; the quality Is ex
Chicago, June 12. John W. Worth-ingtoPie
cellent.
cherries
are
Adv.
selling at is
head of the defunct American
cents a pound with a small
quantity Banking association, and Han-t- r
v.
or
cherries
a
at slightly higher
eating
HARVEY'S IS OPEN
Thomas, a promoter were indicted by
34th season of this famous moun- price. Grape fruit is worth 10 and 15
tne federal grand Jury
today, on a
tain resort. Carriage out every Sat- cental,
of using the malls in .
charge
People
wishing
oranges while they
urday morning, returning following
scheme to defraud. The iiwin.
.
are cheap should buy tomorrow
Friday; charge, Including passage
fense was described as
$2,blackberries,
obtaining
both ways $10. Special rates for longraspberries, loganberries, uU
er time. Address East Las Vegas, with a limited quantity of gooseber of wonn or certificates of iffin.i.
the Central Savings Bank of Water- Box B. Leave orders at Murphey's ries, are among those obtainable.
Berries are in abundance and are loo, iowa.
or Plaza hotel. Adv.
sealing at 15 cents a box or two boxes
EQUALIZATION COMPLETED
for 25 cents. They are of good
ATTENTION ELKS
quality,
Santa Fe, June 12. The board nt
B. P. o. Elks-- , Las Vegas lodge No. black raspberries , and strawberries,
i
All members and visiting broth- the merchants predict a raise in price. county commissioners has completed
40&,
its work of equalization and as a r
ers are requested to be at the Elks' They are selling from 20 to 90 cents
suit a few taxpayers have had their
home at 2 p. m. sharp, Sunday after- a dozen, now but this will probably be
assessment- - raised, but mm.
the
last
week
at
the
lower
rate.
noon, June 14, to participate in our
have had it reduced and the total will
Flag day exerclseffi.
ran considerably below the amount fixWILLIAM H. SPRINGER,
ed by the state board of pnimMyaftrn
-MKVUbiVU
Exalted Ruler.
last year.
D.W.CONDON,
Secretary.
PUTTING UP FRUIT
BACK PAY CAUGHT UP
Santa Fe, June 12. With the remit.
tances of only ten counties of the 26
VEGAS
SANTA FE-LA- S
ior May collections, in hand. State
We show the
Treasurer O. N. Morron waa yesterlargest stock
of Fruit Jars, Jelly Glasses,
BALL GAME PUT OFF
day able to pay off the 50 per cent of
the official salaries still
owing for
Sealing Wax, Parafine Wax
May, making the officials at the
cap
and Jar Rubbers.
tol happy. State Auditor
CAUSE
Sargent
POSTPONEMENT UNTIL. FOLpromptly made out the warrants.
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS
LOWING SUNDAY
A new feature of

J

G &

Las

Veas Motor Car Co,

5 IS

9

Another shipment of

.U-V-j. !
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HOOSIER CABINETS

it

ami

SgTHEJKEW

Hoosier

"White Beauty"
i
(

Seventeen

ura

Features

)

j'

.

PAGE'S
SAMPLE FURNITURE CO.

PHONE VEGAS

114

507 6th. St.
MB

Not "Heavier

Than Air"

including

Mrs.

i

,

--

..

11

$

Hoosier
"WhiieMeauty"
Advertised In

Leading Magazines

Fredericks

Daily Food Guide.

r

M i

Christine

Sold at one established low
price lor cash or on
Easy Payments
4iu

J. C. Johnsen

.

Son

Exclusive Local Agents.

post-offic-

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and see bow
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Quill flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but Is worth
more as no other Is fully
equal to it Order a sack

E6e?

Las Vegas Roller Mills

Tarawa..
mi
E. D. Raynolda, Vice President
Hallet RaynoMs. Cashier.

D

.

1

-

r
rresnieni.
I & R Davis. Vice President
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier

Ml

FIRST NATIONAL BANG
OF LAS VEGAS. N.' M.
;

Capital, $10Q,000;:Snrp!us and jUndmded Profits, $23,000.

-

;

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service
,

,

Tlnso

Deposits

m

i

from Sunday. Th Sunta Fe team will
play In Albuquerque instead.
Sunday morning all members of the
East and West side teams are requested to be at the grounds at 9:45
purpose being to select members fbr
the first team.. All players are re-quseted to be at the grounds at 9:45
o'clock.
The game will be started
at 10 o'clock sharp. A number of
games have been lined up for the club
and it is necessary that practices occur as often as possible.

Chase & Sanborn's Coffees and Teas
Always the Best
THE GRAAF & IIAYVARD CO. STORE

STRIKE ORDERED
Pittsburgh, June 12.--refusal nf
the Westinghouse company to trenf
with their ten thousand striking em
ployes, was answered today when the
The

v

JARS

Pints, per 'dozen V...;...65o
Quarts, per dozen. .... ... . . 80c
Half gallons, per dosen. , . $1.15

at the Amusement park next Sunday
afternoon, the baseball game that was
to have been played between the Las
Vegas club an44he Santa Fe White
Sox has been postponed until a week

SYMPATHETIC

a

MASON

a counter attraction

l
,

,

if fca Dome of fee Best of Everything Eatable

Non-Ski-

n

and tires and Fiske tires and
everything

ed for

need-

the auto.

x

ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED

FOR ITS PERfECTNESS

i

fiCiE - OBDEr

ECONOMY JARS

Pints, per dozen
. $1.00
Quarts, per .. dozen
Half gallons, per dozen. ..$1.40
Extra tops, for above dozen 20o
Extra, clamps, for above dos 10c
JELLY GLASSES

;

pints, per dozen. .35c
One-ha- lf
pints, .per dozen. .40c
Red Jar Rubbers, per dozen 5c
One-thir-d

Jar

Caps

............20c

ONLY AT

TIE

KOITiL

Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

t'OUISE OF FRANCE
Washington. June 12f-T- he
senate
today passed Senator Root's resolution turning over to France the steam
launch Louise, built in France in 1885,
and used by both the French canal
company and the United Stales, in
the construction of the, Panama canal.
Flying the French flag, the Louise will
be accorded the place of honor at the
opening of the canal.
. FINAL ARGUMENT HEARD
Philadelphia, June 12. Final argument was heard In the United States
district court today In the suit of the
federal government, to have the Keystone Wratch Case company declared
a combination in violation of the Sherman anti-trulaw.
,

Lfl

Saved by Using

S

On account of

Interest Paid on

For the best on the market
today see us.
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes

lias Vegas Automobile
jThc
r
and Machine Shop

fioUNTER-ATTRACTION-

'

'
.)

TIRES AfJD TUBES

PUKE'S PEAR
SELF RISING FLOUR
Endorsed by America's Finest Cooks
SOLD BY YOUR GROCER

MILITANTS

STILL ACTIVE

-

ASK FOR IT

The rector, Rev. William H. Stone
and
"the villagers extinguished
tha
London, June 12 A determined atflames before mucS,
tempt was made tooay by militant done. The church damage had been
dates from the
H. A. Aker of Fargo has ben nam- suffragettes to born the ancient church
;
twelfth century.
ed as the choice of the
of
miles
14
St
Margaret's
progressive
Chfpstad,
party for the governorship of North southeast of London.. Three distinct
r
Dakota,.
Gov-nofires, fed ty f re lighters composed
Morebead of Nebraska has
of squares of
with oil. decided to be a candidate for
r,nmi.
Subscribe for The Optic.
r,i-- :
were set by th
i
jnad. 'nation.
st

f- -it

